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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose o f this study was to determine the influence o f selected
factors on the length o f employment o f athletic coaches at institutions in the
Southeastern Conference.
The study used three different populations in addressing the specific objectives
o f the study. The first and primary population in the study was defined the head
coaches, the second population was defined as all member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference, and the third population consisted o f the individual sports that
are supported by each institution and recognized by the Southeastern Conference.
The instrument used to collect the data in this study was a recording document
in the form o f a spreadsheet. The information was derived from published sport
information guides from each member institution, published Southeastern Conference
information guides, and the NCAA, SEC, and institutional web sites.
The findings o f the study reveal that there is a higher percentage o f male than
female head coaches for the selected sports studied. In addition, baseball coaches have
the longest tenure o f the selected sports since 1970; and, finally, for all sports studied,
the last year winning percentage was not a significant factor on head coach's length o f
tenure.
Using multiple regression analysis, a significant model was found which
explains 24.1% o f the variance in the length o f service for SEC coaches. The three
variables that contributed significantly to the model included: overall winning
percentage during the coach's employment, the number o f NCAA violations for which
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the institution was penalized during the coach's employment, and whether or not the
coach was employed as the head baseball coach.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Over the past thirty years, intercollegiate athletics has changed tremendously in
both its nature and scope. Traditionally, administrators managed their athletic program
with a moderate budget and acted in loco parentis for many o f their student-athletes.
However, major transformations have been made in a relatively short amount o f time.
Maintaining a degree o f control over the private lives o f their students is no longer a
primary goal for many coaches or administrators; and many athletic programs are
becoming a major revenue-generating source for their institution.
Most o f the Division I colleges and universities have negotiated multi-million
dollar television and radio contracts, head coaches are signing shoe deals and starring in
television commercials, and most stadiums are filled to capacity with impassioned fans
and alumni for every game. "W ith all o f this attention and marketability, most
intercollegiate athletic programs have the opportunity to generate an exuberant amount o f
revenue" (G. LaFleur, personal communication, September 27, 1999).
According to data derived from the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act, Division I
institutions have reported generating more than 1.8 billion dollars o f revenue during the
1997-1998 school year in intercollegiate athletics. During that same year, the
Southeastern Conference (SEC) institutions reported generating close to 270 million
dollars, which is the largest amount for any single conference in the nation (see Table
1 . 1 ).

Along with this increase in revenue comes additional pressure to produce a
successful athletic program. The athletic director and other top-level administrators

1
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experience a minimal amount o f pressure, but the responsibility to win weighs most
heavily on the shoulders o f the head coach.

Table l. l
Southeastern Conference Institutions Athletic Revenue
1997-1998
University o f Florida

$36,897,614

University o f Tennessee

$35,254,663

University o f South Carolina

$24,197,657

University o f Kentucky

$24,196,048

Auburn University

$23,744,052

University o f Georgia

$23,012,386

University o f Alabama

$21,876,279

Louisiana State University

$20,940,787

University o f Arkansas

$20,099,450

Vanderbilt University

$16,441,588

Mississippi State University

$12,113,843

University o f Mississippi

$11,219,797

SEC Total

$269,994,164

Statement o f the Problem
Although the nature o f intercollegiate athletics has shifted over time, its impact on
higher education is evident. Many researchers hypothesize that the relationship between
athletic success and academic achievement at the intercollegiate level is positively
correlated.
In order to explore this relationship, Murphy and Trandel (1994) examined
whether or not the university’s success in intercollegiate athletics affects the number o f

2
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undergraduate applications received for undergraduate admittance. Using a correlational
analysis, the results suggested that a university football team's winning percentage is
positively and statistically related to the number and quality o f applications received.
Toma and Cross (1996) also examined the impact o f athletic success on the
quantity and quality o f undergraduate applications. Using admissions data for institutions
that had won the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) championship in
football and men's basketball, Toma and Cross suggest that the success o f the athletic
program was one factor among many in the college choice process for undergraduates.
They concur with Murphy and Trandel that a significant increase was present in
admission applications for these institutions in the year following the championship.
During football season each fall, campuses across the nation brace themselves for
the thousands o f fans who travel long distances and fill the stadiums to support their
favorite team. Millions o f dollars are generated each game by ticket sales alone.
Television contracts, concessions, merchandise, and parking permits also contribute a
large amount o f revenue for these institutions. Most athletic programs that do sustain a
large profit, often times donate a generous portion to various departments on campus (G.
LaFleur, personal communication, September 27, 1999).
The amount o f revenue generated each year is heavily influenced by the success
o f the team. I f a team is successful on the field, tickets are purchased, merchandise is
sold, television contracts are offered, and other contributions are more likely to be made
to the athletic department. Sigelman and Bookheimer (1983) studied the connection
between athletic success or failure and contributions made directly to the athletic
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department. Using a multivariate analysis, they concluded that success (or a high
winning percentage) is the best predictor o f athletic contributions and revenue.
Many factors contribute to the success o f a team. Some o f these factors include,
athletic department revenue, the ability to recruit top quality athletes, institutional history
and tradition, location and size o f the institution, and the support o f intercollegiate
athletics by administrators and alumni. However, regardless o f these factors, the head
coach is ultimately held responsible for the success or failure o f the team (G. LaFleur,
personal communication, September 27, 1999).
This accountability often is manifested in the form o f changing leadership. Many
coaches who have had successful teams remain in place. However, if a coach does not
have winning seasons, particularly in a row, the threat o f managerial turnover is likely.
Evidence is mixed regarding whether the changing in leadership has a positive or
negative effect on the overall success o f the athletic program. Conventional wisdom
holds that changing leaders w ill improve organizational performance (Guest, 1962). It is
theorized that a new leader brings new ideas, new theories, and a new level o f excitement
to the organization.
Arguably it has also been considered that, because o f the disruption it causes,
succession can have a negative impact on organizational effectiveness (Grusky, 1963;
Allen et al.. 1979). Bringing in a new leader often sets the conditions for a new set o f
rules and regulations, disturbs the traditional norms o f the organization, and causes
dissention among employees.
It has also been hypothesized that there is no relationship between the rate o f
managerial succession and organizational effectiveness (Gamson and Scotch, 1964;

4
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Brown, 1982). Some theorists believe that the two variables are not related, and that
organizational effectiveness is contributable to a plethora o f interrelated factors and
cannot be measured by managerial succession alone.
Identification o f the factors influencing winning percentages and changes in
leadership o f Division I coaches would be a valuable finding because o f the influences it
has on higher education and the economic impact, not only on the institution, but on the
surrounding community. In addition, exploring this relationship would add to the body o f
knowledge by investigating whether the influence o f leadership change is positive or
negative.
Therefore, the focus o f this study is to explore the relationship between team
performance (measured by winning percentage) and managerial succession for selected
sports in the Southeastern Conference.
Objectives of the Study
This quantitative study used the existing data collection technique to determine
the influence o f selected factors on the length o f employment o f athletic coaches at
institutions in the Southeastern Conference. The specific objectives to be examined
included the following:
1.

To describe athletic head coaches employed at member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference on the following personal and professional demographic
characteristics:
a.

gender o f the coach:

b.

sport coached;

c.

institution;

5
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d.

total number o f years employed at this specific institution;

e.

average winning percentage for those years o f service.

To describe selected athletic programs o f member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference on the following selected characteristics:
a.

total athletic revenue tor the 1997-1998 academic school year;

b.

total athletic expenses for the 1997-1998 academic school year;

c.

number o f NCAA penalties since 1970;

d.

total number o f coaches hired since 1970;

e.

percentage o f male and female head coaches overall and for the 1998-1999
academic school year.

To describe selected sports programs at member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference on the following selected characteristics:
a.

average winning percentage since 1970 (or the first year o f SEC
recognized play);

b.

total number o f coaches hired since 1970.

To determine if a relationship exists between the coach's length o f employment
and each o f the following characteristics:
a.

SEC member institution;

b.

sport coached;

c.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach's years o f service;

d.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;

e.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

5.

To determine if a relationship exists between coach's length o f employment and
each o f the following characteristics for revenue sports:

6.

a.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach's years o f service:

b.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;

c.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach’s years o f service.

To determine if a relationship exists between coach's length o f employment and
each o f the following characteristics for non-revenue sports:

7.

8.

a.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach's years o f service;

b.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;

c.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach’s years o f service.

To compare the coach’s length o f employment by each o f the following factors:
a.

SEC member institution:

b.

sport;

c.

gender o f coach.

To determine if a model exists to help explain a significant portion o f the variance
in coach’s length o f employment from the following factors:
a.

overall winning percentage;

b.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service;

c.

SEC member institution;

d.

sport.
Significance of the Study

With the increase in the pressure to have a winning program, it is important to
explore whether managerial succession rates have a relationship to team performance

7
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(measured by winning percentage). Previous studies have focused mainly on athletics at
the professional level. With intercollegiate athletics in the Southeastern conference
becoming an economically viable business, it is imperative to investigate this relationship
at the collegiate level. This study also began to examine the relationship between
managerial succession and team performance for women's athletics, a first o f this kind.
This study not only explored the relative rates o f managerial succession in the
Southeastern Conference, but also the immediate and long-range effects o f managerial
changes within the conference.
Limitations of the Study
This study was conducted within the parameters o f the following limitations:
1.

Random sampling was not used in this study; therefore generalizing to a larger
population o f sport teams, coaches, and conferences is limited.

2.

Only six sports were chosen for comparison (men's baseball, basketball, and
football; women's basketball, softball, and volleyball); therefore generalizing
past these six sports is limited.

3.

This research was not able to distinguish between the case in which a coach
was fired and one in which he resigned after a successful tenure in order to
pursue a more lucrative coaching position at another institution. Therefore, it
is virtually impossible to control for all variables that lead to coaching
succession.

4.

The Southeastern Conference has only recognized women's basketball and
volleyball since 1979 and soccer since 199S, increasing the error rate in
winning percentage and coaching succession.

8
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5.

There may be an element o f regression. Teams with an outstanding winning
percentage may have a tendency to drop their percentage, and those with
extremely poor records may gravitate to a higher percentage.
Definitions

Division I- In order to be categorized as a Division I Institution, NCAA member
institutions must sponsor at least seven sports for men and seven for women (or six for
men and eight for women) with two team sports for each gender. Each playing season
must be represented by each gender as well (Fall, Winter, Spring). There are contest and
participant minimums for each sport, as well as scheduling criteria. For sports other than
football and basketball. Division I schools must play 100% o f the minimum number o f
contests against Division I opponents. Anything over the minimum number o f games
must be 50% Division I. Men's and women's basketball teams have to play all but two
games against Division I teams. For men. they must play one-third o f all contests in the
home arena. Division l-A teams have to meet minimum attendance requirements o f
17,000 people in attendance per home game or 20,000 average o f all football games in the
last four years, - or have 30,000 permanent seats in their stadium and average 17,000 per
home game, or have an average attendance o f 20,000 for all football games in the last
four years, - or be in a member conference in which at lease six conference members
sponsor football, or more than half o f football schools meet attendance criterion (NCAA.
1999).
Length of Service-The number o f consecutive years a single coach has coached at a
given institution.

9
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National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)-The organization through which the
nation's colleges and universities speak and act on athletic matters at the national level. It
is a voluntary association o f more than 1,200 institutions, conferences, organizations and
individuals devoted to the sound administration o f intercollegiate athletics (NCAA, p. 1).
NCAA Penalties-Enforcement from the NCAA the Committee on infractions for illegal
acts. Some penalties may include: reduction in the number o f awarded scholarships,
reduction in television appearances, or prohibition o f post-season play.
Organizational Eflectiveness-the effectiveness o f a team measured by overall winning
percentage.
Southeastern Conference (SEC)-a conference member o f the NCAA which oversees
and regulates twelve Division I institutions mainly in the Southeastern portion o f the
United States. The SEC member institutions include: The University o f Alabama, The
University o f Arkansas, Auburn University, The University o f Florida, The University o f
Georgia, The University o f Kentucky. Louisiana State University, The University o f
Mississippi, Mississippi State University, The University o f South Carolina, The
University o f Tennessee, and Vanderbilt University.
Title IX -Title IX o f the Educational Amendments o f 1972 is the landmark legislation that
bans sex discrimination in schools. Title IX states: "No person in the U.S. shall, on the
basis o f sex be excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving federal aid" (N C A A
p. 12).
Winning Percentage- measured by the total number o f wins divided by the total number
o f games played.

10
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Changes in organizations are brought about in many ways. One important way is
by replacement o f key officials, or those who are in positions o f power, commonly
referred to as administrative succession (Grusky, I960).
According to Grusky, administrative succession is important for two main
reasons: (1) administrative succession always leads to organizational instability, and (2) it
is a phenomenon that all organizations must cope with (p. 105). The extent to which
administrative succession affects the organization varies, o f course. However,

. .the

major available intensive studies o f the process concur in documenting the fact that
changes in key personnel produced at least temporary organizational anomie” (p. 105).
Succession is disruptive to organizations because it forces development o f new
policies, disturbs the traditional norms o f the organization and causes changes in the
relationships among members o f the organizations.
Gouldner (1954) conducted one o f the most prominent studies on the relationship
between administrative succession and organizational performance. In order to research
this phenomenon, he examined 225 individuals employed at a gypsum plant. Through
multivariate and descriptive analysis, he concluded that managerial succession was
consistently followed by staff conflict and lowered employee morale (p. 97).
In accordance with this theory, Grusky studied the relationship between
administration succession and organizational performance and morale in a prison camp in
1959. During the course o f the study, Grusky witnessed that immediately after an
administrator was replaced, not only did the staff morale reach a new low, the escape rate
rose; as did the number o f inmates who, either voluntarily or involuntarily, transferred out

11
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o f the camp (p. 465).

In summary Grusky stated that,".. .the process o f administrative

succession intensified the role conflict o f the staff members arid also increased the level
o f conflict between the two groups (prison managers and inmates)" (p.466).
Whyte (1949) also focused on the relationship between managerial succession and
organizational performance. Over a period o f two years. Whyte conducted a series o f
case studies to investigate this phenomenon in the restaurant industry. He observed that a
change in supervisors led to an increase in tension among the wait staff and Anally to a
series o f resignations (p. 304).
Another study conducted by Hughes Aircraft Company between 1973 and 1977
focused on the instability o f individuals in leadership positions and the effects its had on
employee productivity. In order to investigate this relationship, 2,350 managers and
senior technical personnel were surveyed to identify counterproductive factors and
effective techniques for dealing with productivity. According to Cohen and Cohen
(1984) it was found that one o f the factors that causes employee productivity to fluctuate
during a career is change in supervision or leadership (p. 170). In fact, Cohen and Cohen
state that,". ..overall productivity o f an organization depends most heavily on the stability
o f management" (p. 171).
Although these environments and conditions are different and the impact o f
administrative succession on formal organizations is still debatable, the evidence that
changes in leadership leads to anomie is consistent. Succession has the potential to
promote conflict among existing staff members and lower employee moral. This, in turn,
can lead to poor performance or lack o f contribution by the members o f the organization.

12
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Consequently, a lack o f organizational cohesiveness can lead to a decrease in overall
organizational effectiveness.
It is also theorized that administrative succession can have a functional effect on
organizations. One way managerial succession can be functional is that it can bring a
new individual with fresh ideas to the organization. This can fortify the organization and
enable it to adapt to ever-changing internal and external pressures.
With conflicting theories regarding whether the changing in leadership has an
overall positive or negative effect on the overall success o f employee morale and
productivity, combined with fact that intercollegiate athletics is becoming a economically
viable business, it is pertinent to research this phenomenon.
To investigate this issue as it related to athletics, some o f the current research on
managerial success and its relationship to organizational effectiveness has focused on the
relationship between coaching turnover and winning percentage (Grusky, 1960, 1963.
1964; Eitzen and Yetman, 1972; Allen, et al„ 1979; Brown, 1982).
Interest in this problem began with Oscar Grusky’s study, which focused on the
success o f major league baseball teams (1963). Grusky hypothesized that the rates o f
administrative succession and the degree o f organizational effectiveness would be
negatively correlated. To put it simply, the higher the turnover rate o f coaches the poorer
the team's performance.
In order to test his hypothesis, Grusky gathered the published records o f 113
professional baseball teams during the time periods o f 1921 -1941 and 1951 -19S8. He
then calculated the average length o f tenure and the winning percentage for each team.
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A correlation o f -.430 for the first time period, and -.601 for the second time
period was calculated which confirmed Grusky's hypothesis - the higher the succession
rate, the lower the teams performance.
It is apparent that theoretical explanations for the findings o f this study may
be pursued from two opposite directions; it may be assumed that either
effectiveness or succession functions as the primary independent variable. Our data
demonstrate only the existence o f an association, not its cause. Logic or common
knowledge w ill not permit us to decide the issue. However, there is no intrinsic
reason why a particular variable, such as rate o f succession, could not be both a
cause and an effect o f effectiveness (p. 25).
In a critique o f Grusky's article, Gamson and Scotch (1964) rejected his theory
that frequent managerial changes w ill induce greater team failure. Instead, they
maintained that managerial changes improve the organizational effectiveness. In order to
support this hypothesis, they performed an analysis o f mid-season changes o f baseball
managers.
Twenty-two teams were chosen for comparison between 1954 and 1961. Gamson
and Scotch recorded the team's winning percentage at four points in time: ( I ) as o f
approximately two weeks before the head coaches dismissal; (2) as o f the day o f
dismissal; (3) as o f approximately two weeks after dismissal; (4) as o f the end o f the
season (see Table 2.1).
According to this data, dismissals take place in periods o f declining performance.
“Only four o f the twenty-two teams had a higher (winning) percentage at the time o f
dismissal than in the previous time period" (p. 71). Gamson and Scotch revealed that the
most important finding is the comparison between winning percentage up to two weeks
prior to the dismissal o f the old coach and winning percentage for the remainder o f the
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season under the new coach. In order to control for a “ slump” effect, the previous two
weeks before the coaching change was held constant.
In thirteen o f the twenty-two cases, the teams performed better under the new
manager up to two weeks prior to his dismissal. They conclude by stating that, “ ...it
clearly goes against the Grusky prediction” (p. 72).
As part o f a larger study examining the social characteristics that ailecl the
performance o f college basketball teams, Eitzen and Yetman (1972) gathered data from
522 National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) member colleges and universities.
This information was requested from the sport information directors from the
participating institutions. O f the member institutions, 417 (or 80 percent) o f the
Table 2.1
Performance After Changing Managers
1954-1961
Improvement
Decline

Comparison
Two weeks prior versus
time o f dismissal
Time o f dismissal versus
two weeks later
Two weeks prior to
dismissal versus
two weeks after dismissal
Two weeks prior to
dismissal versus
post-dismissal record
Two weeks before dismissal
versus record from two
weeks after dismissal
until the end o f the season

N

4

18

22

15

7

22

1

17

18*

13

9

22

12

10

22

Note: This comparison refers only to those eighteen teams whose performance was
declining at the time o f dismissal.

schools responded with some information. From these, 129 (or 25 percent of the original
sample) provided information on winning percentage and coaching turnover.
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Given the winning percentage and the number o f coaching changes for each team,
a Pearson Product Moment Correlation o f-.160 was calculated, suggesting that there was
a tendency for institutions with higher winning percentages to have lower rates o f
coaching turnover. This finding is in congruence with Grusky’s hypotheses (-.430), yet
the strength o f the relationship was considerably weaker. Eitzen and Yetman state,
"Although the correlations we observed were substantially lower than those found, they
do provide support for the hypothesis that turnover rates and organizational effectiveness
are negatively correlated” (pp. 111-112).
One limitation to Grusky’s research, as Eitzen and Yetman suggest, was his
inability to control for the relative level o f team effectiveness. To accomplish this, the
institutions were divided according to their team’s overall winning percentage into
categories: less than 45 percent, 45-54 percent, and more than 55 percent. The average
length o f coaching tenure was then computed and the teams were divided at the median
(5.9 years): high and low turnover teams were than compared as to overall winning
percentage (p.l 12).
Grusky’s research focused mainly on the effects o f rates o f managerial succession.
Using his findings, Eitzen and Yetman further examined whether "...organizational
effectiveness declined when a new coach took over the team, whether it increased, or
whether it stayed relatively the same” (p. 112).
Therefore, the winning percentage o f a new coach was compared with the last
year o f the preceding coach. The coach was judged to have an improved performance
over his predecessor i f his winning percentage increased more than five percentage
points, and to have worsened if it was five percentage points or less.
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According to the data presented, there was an indication that a coaching change
tends to improve team performance (p. 113). Upon closer examination however, Eitzen
and Yetman concluded that such an indication might not be defensible. The validity o f
the generalization is an obstacle because the relative success o f the teams was not
considered. Therefore, Eitzen and Yetman further explored this variable by splitting the
data according to the relative performance o f the coaches. Those who inherited winning
teams (those with a winning percentage o f .500 or better) and those that had losing
records (less than .500), during the year before the coaching change.
The significant findings suggest that if a team had a winning season the previous
year, the record o f the succeeding coach was likely to be worse. If the previous year's
team had a losing record, the addition o f the new coach would improve their winning
percentage. This supports a general notion that poor performance necessitates a changeand that change w ill have a positive effect.
Eitzen and Yetman recognized one limitation to their study: the comparison was
made between the new coach's first year and the previous coach's last year. A major
error in the methodology was that the success o f the first year is most ofien based upon
the skills and the talent that was trained and recruited by the previous coach. In order to
resolve this dilemma, the coach's cumulative record o f his first five years was compared
with the institution's previous five years; and the coach's first ten years with the
institution's previous ten-year record.
The data suggests that coaches lasting five and ten years, respectively, tend to
have records better than those for the same time periods before their arrival. This again
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suggests that poor performance necessitates a change, and that change w ill have a positive
effect.
Allen et al. (1979) studied major league baseball teams from 1920 to 1973 to
further examine the relationship between managerial succession and organizational
performance (p. 170). Allen et al. argued that the measure o f organizational performance
in studies o f this nature is mostly determined by winning percentage. Allen et al. found it
necessary to distinguish that the concept o f “ performance’' is used rather than the broader
term “ effectiveness,” since team effectiveness undoubtedly involved several other
variables (Steers, 197S). The measurement o f winning percentage has several theoretical
and methodological advantages over other measurements o f team performance. First, a
team's winning percentage is a ratio measure o f team performance, with an expected
value o f .500 for all teams in a given season. This measurement is generally comparable
over different teams and different time periods. Those teams that have a winning
percentage o f over .500 are considered to have had winning seasons, and those that have a
winning percentage o f .500 or below are generally considered to have had a losing
season. Second, the winning percentage is significantly related to its standing in the
conference or division. Team standings are generally not compared over time because o f
the change from conference standings to division standings. Third, calculating a team's
winning percentage permits a relatively detailed quantitative assessment o f the impact o f
managerial succession on team performance (p. 171).
According to Allen et al., there are several other variables, in addition to team
performance, which are relevant to this analysis. One o f these is the frequency o f
managerial (coaching) changes. The frequency o f managerial succession is defined as the
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number o f new managers hired by a team between the end o f the prior season and the end
o f the current season. As a result, it includes both the managerial succession between
seasons and the succession during the season. Allen et al. also used a dichotomous
variable to further distinguish each manager. A ll managers were classified as either an
inside successor or an outside successor on the basis o f their relationship with the team.
I f the learn employed a manger, either as a player or a coach, for at least one season
immediately before accepting the position as manager, he was classified as an inside
successor. A ll other managers were classified as outside successors, even if they had
some previous affiliation with the team in the past.
Allen et al. also pointed out that the performance o f the team is relatively
invariable from one season to the next. The standard deviation for team winning
percentage for all major league teams between 1920 and 1973 is .088. Since teamwinning percentage is approximately normally distributed, this suggests that about 68
percent o f all teams have a winning percentage between .412 and .588 (p. 172).
Focusing on the problem o f managerial succession and team performance, the
impact can be assessed by examining the relationship between the number o f managerial
changes and the team performance (winning percentage). On the basis o f previous
research, it is thought that the frequency o f succession is negatively related to team
performance. That is that the higher the succession rate, the lower the winning
percentage. However, as Eitzen and Yetman suggested, a systematic analysis o f this issue
must also consider other variables that are related to succession that also affect
performance, such as team performance the prior season.
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Although prior team performance has a positive relationship with current team
performance, prior team performance has a negative relationship with the frequency o f
succession between the end o f the prior season, and the end o f the current season.
“ Therefore, a systematic analysis o f these variables must consider the effect o f past team
performance on the frequency o f succession as well as independent effects o f both past
team performance and the frequency o f coaching turnover on current team performance"
(See Table 2.2) (p. 172).
It can be seen that the relationships between the variables are in their predicted direction.
Past team performance is positively related to current team performance and has a negative
relationship with the frequency o f managerial succession.
Table 2.2
Correlational Matrix for Model o f Managerial Succession and Team Performance
Winning
percentage
prior season
Winning percentage
prior season
Winning percentage
current season
Frequency o f managerial
succession current year
Mean
S.D.

Winning
percentage
current season

1.000

Frequency o f
managerial succession
current year

.681

-.188

1.000

-.221

1.000
.500
.088

.500
.088

.360
.580

In conclusion, Allen et al. provided several important results concerning the
relationship between managerial succession and organizational performance among
professional baseball teams. A negative relationship is thought to exist between past team
performance and the frequency o f managerial succession. Allen et al. also suggest that
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although poor team performance often leads to managerial succession, their results
indicate that managerial succession does not necessarily cause an improvement in team
performance. The frequency o f managerial succession is negatively related to subsequent
team performance. Most o f the variance in current team performance is attributable to
past team performance (p. 178).
In 1982, Brown published a research article where he investigated 26 National
Football League (NFL) teams during 1970-1978 to determine whether administrative
succession affects organizational performance. He theorized that poor performance leads
to a coach's exit; and under the successor, there is a period o f recovery similar to that in
teams that declined steeply but retained their coaches. Therefore, Brown contends that
there is no relationship between administrative succession and organizational
performance, and most coaches are used as “ scapegoats" in the NFL.
Three different sets o f variables were used in his analysis. First, the performance
variable used was the regular season winning percentage by the team o f any given year.
Second, four variables were used to characterize the off-held element o f the organization.
Among these were: the total number o f off-field officials; the number o f middle
management officials; a dummy variable indicating whether or not more than one family
member was represented in management; and a dichotomous variable illustrating whether
or not the coach was also the general manager (p. S).
The third set o f variables was used to describe the succession and turnover
processes. Each new head coach was measured, as well as the succession rate o f “ .. .a
new chief operational officer (general manager or president) and the number o f new
assistant coaches” (p.6).
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This correlation matrix reveals that current performance is strongly explained by
performance the previous season (r = .573). What this means is that winning teams continued
winning, and losing teams continued to lose. However, the correlational strength o f current and
past team performance was not staggering, leaving much room for other explanations that may
lead to team effectiveness.
Current performance, or winning percentage, is also related to coaching
succession (r = -.396). Although this is a moderate relationship, it supports the theories o f
Grusky (1963) and Allen et al. (1979), who believe that coaching turnover has a negative
effect on winning percentage.
The Southeastern Conference
Since its formation in 1933, the Southeastern Conference (SEC) has been a
forerunner in both academics and athletics. Throughout its 66-year history, the SEC has
provided guidance on various problems facing intercollegiate sports competition. The
SEC has also proved to be a strong supporter o f gender equity, as each institution has
provided at least two more women's sports than the number o f men over the last 5 years
(with most institutions adding softball and soccer) (Bloom et al., 1999).
Dr. Frank McVey o f Kentucky was elected the first president o f the conference
and the original members included: Alabama, Auburn, Florida, Georgia, Georgia Tech,
Kentucky. Louisiana State, Mississippi, Mississippi State, Sewanee, Tennessee, Tulane
and Vanderbilt. Sewanee withdrew from the conference in 1940, Georgia Tech in 1964
and Tulane in 1966. In 1990, the SEC added two more institutions, Arkansas and South
Carolina, to complete the 12-member institution conference (p.4).
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The office o f the commission was formed (to replace the conference president) in
1940 in response to the increased complexity o f recruiting and eligibility issues; and the
former Mississippi Governor Martin Conner was appointed. In 1948, the office moved to
Birmingham where the former Louisiana State University coach, Bemie Moore, led the
SEC for 18 years (p.6).
Dr. Harvey Schiller, an A ir Force Colonel and faculty chair at the U.S. A ir Force
Academy, began his tenure in 1986. Under his guidance, the SEC established itself as a
national leader in both academic and athletic accomplishments. Roy Kramer was
appointed as the sixth commissioner o f the SEC in 1990. Under Kramer, the conference
has earned numerous national championships in both men's and women's competition.
During the 1990's, The SEC has experienced perhaps the most successful decade
since its inception. During this span, the conference has earned 55 national team titles
and 284 national individual crowns. A total o f 941 teams have participated in NCAA
post-season play, and 2,854 SEC student athletes have earned All-America honors (p. 9).
The SEC has averaged more than six national championships per year in
the 1990's. The league has had at least one team ranked in the top five nationally
in 132 o f the 169 sports this decade, a 78.1 percentage.
In the last three years, the SEC has had a participant in 10 o f the 12
national championship games o f football, men's and women's basketball, and
baseball. An unprecedented eight different SEC institutions have won national
titles during the 1990’s (p.2).
Currently, the SEC supports nine men's sports; cross country, baseball, basketball,
both indoor and outdoor track and field, golf, swimming and diving, tennis, and football;
and eleven women's sports; cross country, basketball, golf, gymnastics, soccer, softball,
swimming and diving, tennis, both indoor and outdoor track and field, and volleyball.
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The success o f this conference is staggering. The SEC’ s achievement combined
with its focus on academics has built one o f the greatest traditions o f intercollegiate
competition o f any conference in the country.
Institutional Members
University o f Alabama
The University o f Alabama was founded in 1831 as the first pubiic university in
the state. Offering 27 degrees in over 150 fields o f study, the University o f Alabama
provides over 18,500 students with a wide variety o f choices for majors at the bachelor's,
master's, specialist and doctoral levels.
Located in Tuscaloosa, the University o f Alabama “ ...keeps its focus on the future
while maintaining a traditional college atmosphere" (University o f Alabama, 1999).
Among the buildings on campus are four original structures that survived burnings by
Union troops during the C ivil War.
The athletic department at the University o f Alabama is also one o f long tradition.
Officially formed in 1915, the department operates on a self-generated budget o f
approximately $20 million annually. A large portion o f these funds are generated through
the departments fund-raising program called ‘Tide Pride."
Since 1915, the University o f Alabama has won a total o f 15 national team
championships - 12 in football and 3 in gymnastics. In addition, Alabama has earned
many individual national and SEC champions in other sports. During the 1997-1998
school year. Crimson Tide athletes earned nearly 100 Academic All-America and A llSEC honors - proving their commitment to academics as well as athletics (p. 6).
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The University o f Arkansas
The University o f Arkansas was established in 1872 under the provisions o f the
M orrill Act, making it both the Flagship University and the Land Grant college o f
Arkansas. Located in Fayetteville, a community o f45,000 residents in northwestern
Arkansas, the university has an enrollment o f over 14,000 students. O f these 14,000
students, 52% are female and 49% are male. These students represent 49 states and 98
countries (The University o f Arkansas, 1999).
The University o f Arkansas' Athletic Department is unique in many ways. One
aspect that sets itself apart from other athletic departments is that Arkansas supports a
separate men's and women's organizational structure. The men’ s and women's athletic
departments have separate administrators and support staff, facility managers, academic
counselors, athletic trainers, sports information staff and event staff. This is an innovative
arrangement that promotes a heightened interest in women's athletics.
Another aspect that sets the athletic department apart from other departments on
campus is the vast amount o f money spent over the last six years for athletic facility
improvements and expansions. While the University o f Arkansas operates on an annual
budget o f $20 million, over $50 million has been spent on facility construction and
improvement aver the last six years and include: Bud Walton basketball arena, Baum
Stadium at George Cole Field (baseball), complete reconstruction o f the Broyles Athletic
Center (administration building), and additions to Razorback Stadium. In addition, the
new football indoor practice facility opened in 1998 and includes a full size artificial tu rf
field and training room.
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Recently, the Arkansas track and field team has also been named a recipient o f a
$3 million gift from the Tyson family. This donation w ill finance the construction o f the
Tyson Indoor Track and Field Center, which is scheduled for completion by the year
2001 (p. 6).
Auburn University
Auburn University was founded in 1856 as a private school funded primarily by
the Methodist Church. From 1861 to 1866, the institution closed it doors due to the Civil
War. For financial reasons, the church transferred control to the state in 1872, making
Auburn the first Land Grant college in the south to be established separately from the
state university system. At this time, the name o f the institution was changed to the
Agriculture and Mechanical College o f Alabama.
Women were admitted in the fall o f 1892. and by 1899 the name was again
changed to Alabama Polytechnic Institute. In 1960, the name was again changed to
Auburn University to reflect its location and its increase in size and complexity. Today
Auburn University enrolls over 22,000 students, making it the largest university in the
state (Auburn University, 1999).
The Auburn University Athletic Department, operating on an annual budget o f
over $23 million, is continually improving the university's tradition-rich facilities on
campus. In A pril o f 1996, the $1.4 million Athletic Museum and Hall o f Fame opened,
which boasts interactive displays o f many Auburn sports heroes. Also in 19%, a $4.2
million restoration to Plainsman Park has made Auburn's baseball facility one o f the most
beautiful college parks in America. In 1998, the first o f a three-phase $ 10 million
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renovation to the Beard-Eaves-Memorial Coliseum was completed, as well as the first
phase o f a $2.3 million softball stadium (p. 3).
In addition to athletics. Auburn University has taken a proactive approach in
academics. A student center for athletes was recently completed that includes computer
terminals, a separate library and full-time academic counselors. Auburn continuously
upgrades its academic support services, and has recently added a career-counseling
program for its student athletes.
University o f Florida
With over 42,000 students, the University o f Florida has the largest enrollment o f
all Southeastern Conference institutions. It was founded in 1853, when the state-funded
East Florida Seminary merged with the Kingsbury Academy in nearby Ocala. The
seminary moved to Alachua in the late 1860's and later was combined with the state's
land grant Florida Agriculture College, then in Lake City. In 1905, the college became a
university and moved to Gainesville. Classes first met on this site in 1906 with 102
students present. The university began admitting women in 1947. The University o f
Florida is currently the sixth largest university in the nation (University o f Florida, 1999).
In addition to its large enrollment, the University o f Florida is also known for its
great success in athletics. For the last nine years, the University has ranked among the
nation's top five athletic programs. Nationally, only Florida and UCLA have ranked
among the nation's top ten athletic programs in each o f the last 15 years, according to the
all sports rankings (USA Today and Sears Cup).
Florida also boasts a long-standing tradition o f academic excellence. During the
1997-1998 academic school year, a league record 100 student-athletes were named to the
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SEC’s Academic Honor Roll. Florida has also had 481 Academic Honor Roll recipients
over the past six years - the best six years in Florida and SEC history (p.7).
During the 1997-1998 school year, the University o f Florida’ s Athletic
Association generated over $36 million, which was the highest revenue in the nation.
University o f Georgia
When the general Assembly passed an act to incorporate the University o f
Georgia in 1785, it became the first state to charter a state-supported university. In 1801,
the board o f trustees selected a 633-acre site on the banks o f the Oconee River in
Northeast Georgia. Josiah Meigs was chosen the first president o f the university, and
work began on the construction o f buildings. One building, originally named the Franklin
College (in honor o f Benjamin Franklin), still exists on campus and is known as the Old
College.
In 1931 the General Assembly o f Georgia placed all state-supported institutions o f
higher education under the jurisdiction o f a single board. The Board o f Regents governs
this organization, known as the University System o f Georgia.
Today, thirteen schools and colleges carry on the University's mission o f
teaching, research and service to the community. More than 29,000 students live on or
near campus (University o f Georgia, 1999).
The University o f Georgia's Athletic Association has been one o f the best in the
nation. With an annual budget in excess o f $23 million, the University o f Georgia also
has some o f the best facilities in the country. In 1999, the University o f Georgia Athletic
Board authorized design and construction phases for a new Academic Achievement
Center. The Academic Achievement Center w ill significantly broaden the facilities and
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also enhance the academic potential o f all student-athletes. Included in the facility w ill be
state o f the art learning centers and computer labs as well as a staff to assist with
academics (p. 17).
The University o f Georgia served as a host venue site for many o f the 1996
Olympic sports. The Center houses an arena for volleyball, a natatorium for swimming
and diving and a practice facility for gymnastics. Opened in 1995, it has already hosted
the SEC Swimming and Diving and Volleyball Championships and has been named the
best facility o f its kind by Sports Illustrated (p. 11).
University o f Kentucky
The University o f Kentucky is the flagship institution for higher education in the
Commonwealth o f Kentucky. Founded in 1865 with a combination o f financial support
from the M orrill land grant College Act and private donations, the University now offers
98 certified degree programs at the bachelor's, master's and doctoral level.
Women were first admitted to the university in 1880, but they were granted
certificates, not degrees. In 1888, the first woman. Belle Gunn, broke the barrier and
graduated with a degree in education.
The athletic association also has an interesting history. Initiated by students who
scheduled football games with neighboring colleges, the school began officially fielding a
team in the 1890’s. Basketball began on campus in 1902 - initially as a women’s sport.
The men's team was organized the following year (University o f Kentucky, 1999).
Today, the athletic association sponsors 22 varsity sports. Only men's soccer,
which participates in the Mid-American Conference, and co-ed Rifle, compete outside the
SEC. The University o f Kentucky is best known for its winningest program in all o f
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college basketball history. Basketball began its storied past in 1930, when Adolph Rupp
began coaching at the university. He guided the team to four o f its seven NCAA
championships (1948, 1949, 1951 and 1958) (p. 12).
Kentucky won its fifth championship under Joe B. Hall in 1978, its sixth coached
by Rick Pitino in 1996, and its seventh under its current coach. Tubby Smith in 1998, his
first season as head coach.
In addition to the high level o f athletic competition, the University o f Kentucky is
also serious about the academic achievement o f its student athletes. In 1998, the
university opened its new $2.4 million Center for Academic and Tutorial Services
(CATS). This program “ ...is designed with the student-athlete in mind” (p. 1). With nine
full time staff members and numerous graduate assistants and tutors, the university has
budgeted $ 1 million annually to provide academic support for the student-athletes.
The University o f Kentucky, with a yearly budget o f over $24 million, is also very
proud o f its state-of-the-art athletic facilities. In 1990, the UKAA sponsored a $500,000
renovation to the baseball stadium. New expansions w ill also increase the seating
capacity to the football stadium and add 40 new luxury boxes for the 1999 season (p. 12).
Louisiana State University
Louisiana State University and A&M College (LSU) is the state's comprehensive
research university. Designated a Research I University in 1987, LSU is one o f only 59
public and 29 private universities with this designation. LSU is also unique in that it is
one o f only 25 institutions that is designated both as a Land and Sea Grant institution.
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In 1853, the Louisiana General Assembly was formed at the Louisiana State
Seminary o f Learning and M ilitary Academy near Pineville, Louisiana. The institution
was opened in 1860 with five professors and 19 cadets.
The institution closed its doors in 1861 when the C ivil War began, and the entire
student body entered into military service. It reopened in 1862, but then closed due to the
invasion o f the Red River Valley by the Federal Army. The casualties sustained during
the war were heavy and took a serious toll on the enrollment o f the university.
The doors reopened in 1865; however, a serious fire burned the campus at the
Pineville location. On November 1, 1869, the institution resumed its classes in Baton
Rouge, where it has since remained. In 1870, the name was changed to Louisiana State
University.
Today the institution is nationally recognized for its research efforts. Bachelor's,
master's, doctoral and professional degrees are offered in a wide variety o f majors. In
1999, the university's enrollment was over 30,000 students, representing every state in
the union and over 100 foreign countries (Louisiana State University, 1999).
The Athletic Department at LSU is one o f long standing tradition. Earning
national championships in both men's and women's competition makes LSU a forerunner
in both athletic achievement and gender equity.
The decade o f the nineties has been the most successful in LSU athletic history.
LSU has won 19 national championships and 24 SEC titles in the two sports the Tigers
have dominated - baseball and women’s track and field. LSU leads the SEC in total
number o f championships earned - 33 (Vincent, 1998).
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LSU is also in the process o f upgrading many o f its athletic facilities. A $50
million renovation has begun to add luxury boxes and an additional 10,000 seats to Tiger
Stadium. With a new seating capacity o f over 100,000 this addition w ill make Tiger
Stadium the 5th largest college football stadium in the nation. In addition, the $3 million
Bemie Moore Track stadium renovation was completed in 1999, which included a new
running surface and mats, hurdles, and jumping pits (p. 57).
Projected renovations also include a remodeled Alex Box Stadium (baseball),
improvements to the LSU Natatorium, and the creation o f an indoor tennis facility.
University o f Mississippi
In 1844, the Mississippi legislature chartered the University o f Mississippi. In
1848, the university officially opened at doors to 80 students, and for 23 years it was the
state's only comprehensive university. The first class graduated in 1851. and the Alumni
Association was organized the next year.
The school was closed in 1861 because o f the C ivil War, but resumed normal
operations in 1865. Known affectionately as Ole Miss, the university is the state's
flagship university. Ole Miss was the first institution in the nation to offer a degree in
engineering education ( 18S4). It was also one o f the first institutions in the south to admit
women (1882) and the first to hire a female faculty member (1885).

From its first class

o f 80 students, Ole Miss now has a total enrollment o f over 12,000 on its main campus.
Intercollegiate athletics arrived on campus in 1875 in the form o f baseball.
Football began in 1893 under the guidance o f Professor Alexander Bondurant, who is also
responsible for proposing the Harvard crimson and the Yale blue as school colors
(University o f Mississippi 1999).
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During the 1998-1999 school year, Ole Miss experienced perhaps its most
successful season in history. The football team posted a 7-5 record and upset Texas Tech
in the Independence bowl. The women's tennis team upset the number one ranked
University o f Florida to capture its first ever SEC Tournament title, and advanced to the
Quarterfinals o f the NCAA Championship. The women's basketball team continued its
streak o f post-season appearances by earning a bid to play in the WNIT. This was the
program's 15th post-season tournament appearance in the last 18 seasons (p. 3).
The Ole Miss athletic department is also taking action in other areas to promote a
championship program. Additional administrative staff has been hired to help in areas o f
marketing, event management and sport information. The institution's athletic foundation
(Loyalty Foundation) has also increased stalf to meet the growing needs o f its alumni and
other supporters.
With an annual budget o f over $11 million. Ole Miss is also making giant leaps in
the construction and improvements o f its athletic facilities. Projects recently completed
totaled over $20 million in capital improvements. Included in these improvements is the
$2.5 million Starnes Athletic Training Center. This center w ill hold a state o f the art
training room and locker room, two football locker rooms, meeting rooms and an
equipment area.
The Women’s Multi-Sport Complex was completed in the summer o f 1997, and
houses the women's rifle, soccer, softball and volleyball teams. It also contains coach's
offices and locker rooms for all four sports and two multi-purpose courts. This state o f
the art facility also houses three indoor tennis courts that are used by both the men’s and
women's tennis teams.
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In January o f 1998, expansions were also completed to the “ Tad" Smith Coliseum.
Among these expansions are men's and women's basketball offices, conference rooms,
practice facilities and storage areas.
Perhaps the most encompassing renovation is the expansion to the VaughtHemingway Stadium prior to the beginning o f the 1998 season. This expansion added
7,000 seals, which now brings the total stadium capacity to over 50,000 (p. 11).
The athletic department at Ole Miss is committed to upgrading facilities and
providing other support staff needed to ensure that university programs are able to
compete for conference and even national championships.
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State University began as the Agriculture and Mechanical College o f
the State o f Mississippi in 1878. It was one o f the national Land Grant colleges
established after Congress had passed the M orrill Act in 1862. The first students began
attending classes in 1880. In 1932, the Legislature renamed the college as Mississippi
State College and then renamed it again in 1958 as Mississippi State University.
Mississippi State University is the only institution in Mississippi to be designated
as a Doctoral I university. MSU is also the only institution in Mississippi to be listed in
the nation's top 100 research institutions by the National Science Foundation.
Today, MSU offers degrees at the bachelor's, master's, doctoral, and professional
levels. Enrollment at MSU is over 15,000, with students representing 49 states and 78
foreign countries (Mississippi State University, 1999).
MSU's athletic department operates on an annual budget o f approximately S12
million. The strong fiscal and athletic positions are, in part, the results o f many Bulldog
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fans. During the 1990’ s, football season ticket sales reached an all-time high. Basketball
has broken all records for season ticket sales and attendance, and baseball continues to be
ranked in the top 25 nationally.
MSU has also invested in the improvement o f its athletic facilities. The Leo Sal
M-Club Centre, opened in 1990, is located in the south end zone o f Scott Field. This $1.1
million Centre provides a setting for press conferences, announcements and formal
university (unctions (p. 9).
A $1 million expansion was also completed in the Fieldhouse complex in 1994.
This expansion includes new locker rooms, a weight and conditioning facility, a team
meeting room, and a new equipment room. In 1996, MSU built a softball held and
renovated locker rooms in Humphrey Coliseum to better accommodate MSU's
commitment to gender equity and Title IX.
University o f South Carolina
Chartered in 1801 as South Carolina College, the University o f South Carolina
was the first institution in the nation to be funded entirely by a state. In the years before
the Civil War, the University o f South Carolina achieved “ ...a reputation as one o f the
best colleges - private or public - in America” (University o f South Carolina, 1999).
With many o f the students voluntarily enlisting in the Confederate Army, the
College was forced to shut its doors in June o f 1862. After re-opening in 1865, the
institution went through six reorganizations and a period o f closure until legislators,
administrators, and faculty reassessed the institution's goals and mission.
Today, the University o f South Carolina has an enrollment o f over 26,000 students
and offers degrees at the bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral, and professional levels. Eighty
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five percent o f the students are from South Carolina, but students attending this institution
represent all SO states and 116 foreign countries (p. 2).
Just like many other SEC member institutions, the University o f South Carolina
has made many improvements to its athletic facilities. Since the mid-1990's, WilliamsBrice Stadium has been expanded to a capacity o f over 80,000. In addition, a new soccer
stadium was constructed, as well as a new soflball complex. Improvements were also
made to the baseball complex, including new dugouts and a clubhouse (p. 3).
USC has plans o f increasing the seating capacity o f the softball and baseball
stadiums, making significant improvements to the track and field surface, and
constructing a new Olympic Sports Complex. USC's yearly budget is over $24 million,
the third largest in the conference.
University o f Tennessee
The University o f Tennessee was chartered in 1794 as Blount College. Its trustees
consisted o f some o f the most prominent public and private citizens in the territory,
including Governor William Blount, after whom the college was named. Its doors were
open to students o f all religious denominations without discrimination, but it was still a
classical academy for the wealthy.
In 1869, the university was designated by the state legislature as the land grant
institution o f the state. The College was renamed the University o f Tennessee in 1879.
With the adoption o f the new name, trustees hoped that the legislature would be inspired
to provide some regular state funding, but the University would have to wait another 25
years to receive this support.
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In 1968, the University was reorganized, and from that point it was also
recognized as the flagship university o f the state. The Tennessee system is now
comprised o f medical units at Memphis, University o f Tennessee-Mart in. University o f
Chattanooga, the Space Institute at Tullahoma, the College o f Veterinary Medicine, the
Agriculture Institute, and the Public Service Institute.
Today, the 25,000 student body on the Knoxville campus represents a moderately
diverse constituency. It is primarily white (89 percent) with a small percentage o f
African-American students (approximately 5 percent), and Asian students (approximately
2 percent) and a small number o f Hispanic and Native American students (University o f
Tennessee, 1999).
The University o f Tennessee has enjoyed a longstanding tradition o f athletic
excellence. Boasting the largest football and basketball arenas in the SEC. it also led the
SEC in terms o f attendance for these two sports (football and women's basketball). The
University also reported the second largest yearly revenue in the nation o f over $35
million.
Tennessee opened it four-story football press box in 1987. This $10 million
structure contains 40 executive suites, seven broadcast booths and two 30-foot
photography decks (p. 14).
The $11 million Neyiand-Thompson Sports center, which opened in July o f 1989,
houses an indoor football practice fleld under a 65-foot ceiling. The 12,000 square-foot
weight room is in the top three in the nation in terms o f size and is considered one o f the
best equipped and most functional. This facility also includes separate taping and
examination areas, plus the latest athletic training equipment. In addition, this facility
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houses offices and conference rooms, a media room, player dressing room, equipment
room, a guest/recruiting lounge, and the Tennessee Football Hall o f Fame (p. 16).
Among the newly constructed facilities at the University o f Tennessee are a tennis
stadium, a refurbished track, the UT go lf range, and the Student Aquatic Center.
Vanderbilt University
The University was founded in 1873 through a g ill from Commodore Cornelius
Vanderbilt, who hoped it would “ ...contribute to strengthening the ties that should exist
between all sections o f our common country” (Vanderbilt University, 1999).
The $1 million dollars that Vanderbilt gave to build and fund the university was
the financier's only major philanthropy. Commodore Vanderbilt never visited Nashville;
instead he trusted a bishop to choose the site for the campus and administer the
institution. The bishop himself planted young trees over the original 75-acre campus and
planned and supervised construction o f the buildings. Vanderbilt University opened for
classes in 1875 with 192 students enrolled.
Today, Vanderbilt University covers an area o f 316 acres (including its original
75-acre site). It has a total enrollment o f over 10,000 students representing all states in
the union. Recently, Vanderbilt University's School o f Medicine was ranked as the top
program by the American Association o f Medical College's nationwide survey o f medical
school graduates (p. 3).
With an annual athletic budget o f over $16 million, Vanderbilt University is the
only private institution in the SEC. Although it has the smallest enrollment o f all
members, Vanderbilt has made many strides in terms o f both athletic and academic
accomplishments. One o f the most interesting facts about Vanderbilt is that it offers
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more than the traditional SEC supported sports fo r its student-athletes. In women's
competition, Vanderbilt supports a Lacrosse team, which competes independently. Many
o f the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) institutions such as Duke, North Carolina and
Virginia are competitors every year.
In men's competition, the Vanderbilt soccer team competes in the Missouri Valley
Conference (M VC ) against institutions such as Creighton, Drake, Evansville, Southwest
Missouri State, Bradley, Eastern Illinois and Western Kentucky.
Vanderbilt has also made considerable progress with many additions or
renovations o f its athletic facilities. After a $10.1 m illion expansion in 1981. Vanderbilt
Stadium increased its capacity to 41,000. The home and visitors locker rooms feature
over 10,000 square feet o f space. Additional restrooms, concession stands, vending
rooms, a food preparation room, and an increased number o f first aid stations were also
added (p. 7).
In 1995, the first night baseball game was played at McGugin field as a result o f
additional funding from the baseball booster club. Other baseball renovations in the last
5 years have been: a new outfield fence dubbed the "Black Monster” , a new scoreboard
and message board, and a new playing surface.
Perhaps the most exciting renovation began following the 1999 basketball season.
$20 million has been set aside to "modernize the historic building here at Vanderbilt” .
According to Todd Tuner, the athletic director, the gym and the floor w ill basically stay
the same. However, numerous cosmetic changes w ill be made to make the building more
attractive and to increase attendance. Among the changes planned are: the addition o f
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sky boxes, the construction o f coach's offices, lighting and sound system improvements,
and relocation o f the press area to the side o f the court (p. 12).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
This quantitative study used the existing data collection technique to: (a)
describe and analyze the tenure o f collegiate coaches in the SEC for the six chosen
sports and (b) explore the relationship between coaching succession and organizational
performance (as measured by winning percentage). This study focused primarily on:
1.

Describing and analyzing the tenure o f collegiate coaches in the SEC for
the six chosen sports.

2.

Exploring the relationship between coaching succession and
organizational performance (as measured by winning percentage).

3.

Exploring the differences in coaching tenure by categories o f the variables:
gender, sport, and institution.

4.

Offering a fuller explanation o f the variables that contribute tolength o f
tenure for coaches in the SEC w ill be investigated.
Research Methods

Population and Sampling
The study used three different populations in addressing the specific objectives o f
the study.
The first and primary population in the study was the head coaches employed in
athletic departments o f member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference. The sample
consisted o f 100% o f the head coaches employed by the athletic departments o f member
institutions o f the Southeastern Conference since 1970 or the first year o f SEC recognized
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competition in the following selected sports: baseball, men's basketball, football,
women's basketball, women's soccer, and women's volleyball.
The second population consisted o f member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference which includes: The University o f Alabama, The University o f Arkansas,
Auburn University, The University o f Florida, The University o f Georgia, The University
o f Kentucky, Louisiana Stale University, The University o f Mississippi, Mississippi State
University, The University o f South Carolina, The University o f Tennessee, and
Vanderbilt University. The sample includes all members o f the defined population.
The third population was the sports that are supported by each institution and
recognized by the Southeastern Conference. The sample in the study included the
following selected sports supported by members o f the SEC: football, men's basketball,
baseball women's soccer, women's volleyball, and women's basketball. These sports
were deemed as the "top three sports" for each gender in the Southeastern Conference
based on interest and actual attendance figures (P. Wall, personal communication,
November 15, 1999).
Instrumentation
The instrument used to collect the data in this study was a recording document in
the form o f a spreadsheet. The information was derived from published sport information
guides from each member institution, published Southeastern Conference information
guides, and the NCAA, SEC, and institutional web sites.
Data Collection
Published information guides were obtained from each member institution to
assess coaching histories and winning percentages. These guides serve as a primary
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reference tool for all television and print media employees. It was also helpful in
providing historical and other factual information for each institution.
The Southeastern Conference guide was also requested from the conference
office. This guide provides historical and other information on the conference and its
institutional members. The SEC office also publishes individual sport information guides
for most revenue generating sports, and these were also obtained to address the study
objectives.
Data Analysis
1.

Descriptive statistics including means, frequencies, percentages and cross
tabulations were used to describe athletic coaches employed at member
institutions o f the Southeastern Conference on the following personal and
professional demographic characteristics:

2.

a.

gender o f the coach;

b.

sport coached;

c.

institution;

d.

total number o f years employed at this specific institution;

e.

average winning percentage for those years o f service.

Descriptive statistics including means, frequencies, percentages, and cross
tabulations were used to describe athletic programs o f member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference on the following selected characteristics:
a.

total athletic revenue for the 1997-1998 academic school year;

b.

total athletic expenses for the 1997-1998 academic school year;

c.

number o f NCAA penalties since 1970;
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d.

total number o f coaches hired since 1970;

e.

percentage o f male and female head coaches

f.

percentage o f male and female head coaches for each institution for the

for each institution;

1998-1999 academic school year.
3.

Descriptive statistics including means, frequencies, percentages, and cross
tabulations were used to describe selected sports programs at member institutions
o f the Southeastern Conference on the following selected characteristics:
a.

average winning percentage since 1970 (or the first year o f SEC
recognized play);

b.
4.

total number o f coached hired since 1970.

Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was used to determine if a relationship
existed between the coach's length o f employment and each o f the following
characteristics:

5.

a.

SEC member institution;

b.

sport coached;

c.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach's years o f service;

d.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;

e.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service.

Pearson's Product Moment Correlations and Point Biserial Correlations were used
to determine i f a relationship existed between coach's length o f employment and
each o f the following characteristics for revenue sports:
a.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach's years o f service;

b.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;
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c.
6.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service.

Pearson's Product Moment Correlations and Point Biserial Correlations were used
to determine if a relationship exists between coach's length o f employment and
each o f the following characteristics for non-revenue sports:

7.

a.

overall winning percentage o f the team during the coach’ s years o f service;

b.

winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment;

c.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's year o f service.

Analysis o f Variance and T-tests were used to compare the coach's length o f
employment by each o f the following factors:

8.

a.

SEC member institution;

b.

sport;

c.

gender o f coach.

Multiple regression analysis was used to determine if a model existed to explain a
significant portion o f the variance in coach's length o f employment from the
following factors:
a.

overall winning percentage;

b.

number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service;

c.

SEC member institution;

d.

sport.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Objective One
Findings o f the study are presented in this chapter and are organized by objectives
o f the study. The first objective was to describe athletic coaches employed at member
institutions o f the Southeastern Conference on selected personal and professional
demographic characteristics including: gender, sport coached, institution, total number o f
years employed at the specific institution, and average winning percentage for those years
o f service.
Regarding gender, all individuals who have served as head coach o f baseball,
football and men's basketball during the study period have been males. The women's
sports studied, on the other hand, have a combination o f both males and females
employed as head coaches (see Table 4.1).
Since the addition o f women's soccer in 1995, nine males (or 69.2%) have been
hired to serve as head coaches, while only four females (or 30.8%) have been appointed
to this position. However, since the SEC began recognizing women's basketball in 1979,
twenty-seven (or 65.9%) o f the head coaches have been women, compared to fourteen
(34.1%) men. Women's volleyball also has had a greater number o f females than males
appointed as head coaches. Since the SEC began recognizing volleyball in 1979, twentyeight (or 71.8%) o f the head coaches have been female, compared to eleven (or 28.2%)
males.
Overall, the total number o f head coaches in the six selected sports studied in this
research was 256. O f these coaches, 197 were male (or 77%) versus 59 (or 23%) female.
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Table 4.1
Gender o f Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference by Selected Sports
1970-1999

Sport

Male

Female

Total

Baseball

N
%

39
100

0
0

39
100

Men's Basketball

N
%

62
100

0
0

62
100

Football

N
%

62
100

0
0

62
100

Women's Basketball

N
%

14
34.1

27
65.9

41
100

Women's Soccer

N
%

9
69.2

4
30.8

13
100

Women's Volleyball

N
%

11
28.2

28
71.8

39
100

Total

N
%

197
77

59
23

256
100

In regards to length o f service, head coaches for women's soccer reported the
shortest average length o f service with the average time served being 3.53 years (standard
deviation = .78) (see Table 4.2).

Men's baseball coaches had the longest span o f service,

with coaches serving an average o f 9.23 years at the same institution (standard deviation
= 7.15). The average length o f service for all selected sports at all institutions was 6.07
years with a standard deviation o f 4.95.
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Table 4.2
Average Length o f Service for Head Coaches
in the Southeastern Conference
1970-1999

Mean

Standard Deviation

Range

Baseball

9.23

7.15

1-30

Women's Basketball

6.20"

5.82

1-21

Men's Basketball

5.80

4.45

1-25

Football

5.61

3.45

1-19

Women's Volleyball

4.7 T

3.39

1-13

Women's Soccer

3.53b

.78

Total

6.07

4.95

2-4
1-30

“The SEC began recognizing women's basketball in 1979.
“The SEC began recognizing women's soccer in 1995.
cThe SEC began recognizing women's volleyball in 1979.

Another variable on which coaches in this study were described was overall
winning percentages for their tenure as head coach. To examine the characteristics o f
coaches o f the selected sports at member institutions o f the SEC, the overall winning
percentage for each o f the 256 coaches included in this study was computed. The coach
found to have the highest winning percentage was Mary Wise, the woman's volleyball
coach at the University o f Florida. Wise was appointed as head coach in 1991 and is still
serving in that capacity. During her tenure which was included in the study period, she
accumulated a winning percentage o f .907. The second-highest winning percentage was
achieved by Mozingo, the head women's volleyball coach at the University o f South
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Carolina from 1982 to 1983. During her one year tenure, she posted a .895 winning
percentage. Presented in Table 4.3 are the coaches with the ten highest winning
percentages. Among these highest-ranking coaches, three coached football, two coached
women's volleyball, two coached women's basketball, two coached men's basketball and
one coached women's soccer.
Table 4.3
Head Coaches o f Selected Sports in the Southeastern Conference
with the Highest Winning Percentages
1970-1999

Coach

Institution

Sport

Win %

Wise

Women's Volleyball

Florida

.907

Mozingo

Women’s Volleyball

South Carolina

.895

Burleigh

Women's Soccer

Florida

.856

Fullmer

Football

Tennessee

.849

Bryant

Football

Alabama

.842

Spurrier

Football

Florida

.837

Summitt

Women's Basketball

Tennessee

.836

Rupp

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.831

Nunnelly

Women's Basketball

Auburn

.829

Smith

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.827

Table 4.4 presents the coaches with the ten lowest winning percentages in the SEC
from 1970 to 1999. The coach with the lowest winning percentage was a former
Vanderbilt head football coach, Dowhower, who accumulated a .182 winning percentage
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over his two-year appointment (1995-1996) as head coach. The second lowest winning
percentage was Keiser, who coached women's volleyball for two seasons at Mississippi
State during the 1981 to 1982 seasons, and achieved an overall winning percentage o f
. 195. Among these lower-ranking coaches, four were head football coaches, three were
men's basketball coaches, and two were women's volleyball coaches. In addition, three
were employed at Vanderbilt University, and two coached at Mississippi State.
Table 4.4
Head Coaches o f Selected Sports in the Southeastern Conference
with the Lowest Winning Percentages
1970-1999

Coach

Sport

Institution

Win %

Dowhower

Football

Vanderbilt

.182

Keiser

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.195

Brown

Football

Vanderbilt

.200

Waller

Men's Basketball

Arkansas

.208

Widenhofer

Football

Vanderbilt

.228

Lehr

Women's Basketball

Georgia

.240

Ray

Football

Kentucky

.242

DeVoe

Men's Basketball

Florida

.250

Gold

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.250

Green

Women's Volleyball

Alabama

.291

Note: The winning percentages for all coaches included in the study are presented in
Appendix A.
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Objective Two
Objective two was to describe the athletic programs o f the Southeastern
Conference on characteristics including: total athletic revenue and expenditures for the
1997-1998 academic school year, number o f NCAA penalties since 1970, total number o f
coaches hired since 1970, the overall percentage o f male and female head coaches for
each institution, and percentage o f male and female head coaches for the 1998-1999
academic school year.
Table 4.5 illustrates the revenue figures for each institution for the 1997-1998
fiscal year. According to the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act, the University o f Florida
reported generating over $36 million dollars in revenue, the highest in both the
Southeastern Conference and the nation. The University o f Tennessee produced over $35
million dollars, the second-highest in the SEC and the third-highest in the nation behind
the University o f Florida and the University o f Michigan.
Although the University o f Mississippi and Mississippi State reported the lowest
revenue in the Southeastern Conference, both ranked in the top sixty-five nationwide (see
Appendix B). The average revenue generated for all SEC institutions was $22,499,574.
Table 4.5
Total Revenue Generated by the Athletic Department at Member
Institutions o f the Southeastern Conference during
1997-1998*

Institution

Revenue

University o f Florida

$36,897,614

University o f Tennessee

$35,254,663
(table cont.)
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University o f South Carolina

$24,197,657

University o f Kentucky

$24,196,048

Auburn University

$23,744,052

University o f Georgia

$23,012,386

University o f Alabama

$21,876,279

Louisiana Stale University

$20,940,787

University o f Arkansas

$20,099,450

Vanderbilt University

$16,441,588

Mississippi State University

$12,113,843

University o f Mississippi

$11,219,797

'This was the most recent fiscal data available.
Table 4.6 illustrates the expenditures o f all SEC institutions for the 1997-1998
academic school year. The University o f Florida ranks the highest in the conference (and
second in the nation behind the University o f Michigan) with over $35 million dollars in
expenditures. The University o f Tennessee ranks second in the conference and fourth in
the nation (behind University o f Michigan. University o f Florida, and Ohio State
University) with over $32 million o f expenditures.
Auburn University reported the lowest expenditures in the conference, spending
$10,26,338. Even though this amount was well below the conference average o f
$20,623,556, it ranked in the top sixty in the nation (see Appendix C).
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Table 4.6
Total Expenditures by the Athletic Department at Member
Institutions o f the Southeastern Conference during
1997-1998

Institution

Expenditures

University o f Florida

$35,209,334

University o f Tennessee

$32,932,210

University o f Kentucky

$23,736,355

University o f Alabama

$22,514,535

University o f South Carolina

$21,363,715

University o f Georgia

$20,579,742

Vanderbilt University

$19,710,086

Louisiana State University

$19,036,981

University o f Arkansas

$18,390,652

Mississippi State University

$12,113,893

University o f Mississippi

$11,625,831

Auburn University

$10,269,338

To further examine the financial activity o f athletic departments o f the member
institutions o f the Southeastern Conference, the researcher used the revenue and
expenditure figures presented to determine the overall fiscal status o f the departments
examined. This information is presented in Table 4.7.
O f the 12 member institutions o f the SEC, three showed deficit budgets for the
athletic department during 1997-1998, which indicates that they had greater expenditures
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than their generated revenues. These institutions included the University o f Alabama, the
University Mississippi, and Vanderbilt University. Eight institutions had surplus budgets
(greater revenues than expenditures) during 1997-1998.
O f the institutions with deficit budgets, Vanderbilt University had the greatest
amount o f deficit with a total o f $3,268,498. O f the institutions that had surplus budgets.
Auburn University has the greatest amount with $13,474,714 . This revenue-expenditure
comparison is presented graphically in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.7
A Comparison o f Total Revenue and Expenditures Generated by the Athletic
Departments at Member Institutions o f the Southeastern Conference
1997-1998
Revenue

Expenditure

Difference

$23,744,052

$10,269,338

$13,474,714

University o f South Carolina $24,197,657

$21,363,715

$2,833,942

University o f Georgia

$23,012,386

$20,579,742

$2,432,644

University o f Tennessee

$35,254,663

$32,932,210

$2,322,453

Louisiana State University

$20,940,787

$19,036,981

$1,903,806

University o f Arkansas

$20,099,450

$18,390,652

$1,708,798

University o f Florida

$36,897,614

$35,209,334

$1,688,280

University o f Kentucky

$24,196,048

$23,736,355

$459,693

Mississippi State University

$12,113,843

$12,113,893

$-50

University o f Mississippi

$11,219,797

$11,625,831

$-406,034

University o f Alabama

$21,876,279

$22,514,535

$-638,256

Vanderbilt University

$16,441,588

$19,710,086

$-3,268,498

Auburn University
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Figure 4.1. Athletic Revenue versus Athletic Expenditures for Southeastern
Conference Institutions. 1997-1998.

Another characteristic on which the SEC athletic departments were described was
on NCAA penalties. This is defined as any sanction or action set forth by the NCAA
against the institution for rule violations in athletics. Since 1970. every Southeastern
Conference institution has been penalized for rule violations in one o f the selected sports
studied by the NCAA (see Table 4.8). The University o f Alabama. Arkansas and
Vanderbilt were the least penalized institutions in the conference, with each institution
receiving only one NCAA penalty since 1970. The University o f Georgia was the most
penalized institution, with six separate penalties enacted by the NCAA since 1970. A
summary o f all NCAA violations and penalties, report dates, and sports involved for all
SEC institutions can be found in Appendix D.
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Table 4.8
Number o f NCAA Penalties for Selected Sports
in the Southeastern Conference by Institution
1970-1999

Institution

N

Year

Sport

University o f Georgia

6

1978

Football

Auburn University

Kentucky

LSU

5

4

4

1978

Men's Basketball

1982

Football

1985

Football

1985

Men's Basketball

1997

Football

1979

Football

1979

Men's Basketball

1980

Football

1991

Men's Basketball

1993

Football

1976

Football

1976

Men's Basketball

1988

Men's Basketball

1989

Men's Basketball

1986

Football

1986

Women's Basketball

1986

Men's Basketball

1998

Men's Basketball
(table cont.)
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Mississippi State

Florida

Ole Miss

South Carolina

Tennessee

4

1975

3

2

2

2

Football

1986

Women's Basketball

1986

Men's Basketball

1996

Football

1985

Football

1990

Football

1990

Men's Basketball

1986

Football

1994

Football

1987

Men's Basketball

1991

Men's Basketball

1989

Football

1991

Football

Alabama

1

1995

Football

Arkansas

1

1997

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

1

1992

Women's Basketball

Overall, the universities in the Southeastern Conference have received a total o f
35 penalties by the NCAA. O f these penalties, 18 (or 51.4%) have been infractions
associated with football. In addition, 14 (or 40%) have been implemented for rules
violations committed in men's basketball programs; and 3 (or 8.6%) have been for
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infractions in the women's basketball program. No other sports programs studied in this
research have been penalized for rules violations since 1970.
Another variable on which the member institutions o f the SEC were examined
was the total number o f individual employed as head coach for the selected sports during
the study period. Mississippi State University was found to have the greatest number o f
head coaches employed with 28. The second largest number o f head coaches employed
for the selected sports was 24 at the University o f South Carolina. The smallest number
o f head coaches employed was 17 at each o f the Universities o f Arkansas and Georgia.
Overall, the member institutions o f the SEC had an average o f 21.33 coaching changes in
the six sports examined during the study period (see Figure 4.2).
Another aspect o f objective two was to examine the gender status o f individuals
appointed to head coaching positions for selected sports at member institutions o f the
SEC. Examination o f the data regarding gender o f coaches reveals that all head coaches
for the three men's sports examined (football, basketball, and baseball) have been male
during the period o f time studied in this research.
When the selected women's sports (volleyball, basketball, and soccer) were
studied however, both men and women were found to have been appointed to the head
coaching positions since 1970. In fact, at Vanderbilt University, 100% o f all head
coaches o f the women's sports studied have been male since 1979. In addition, the
Universities o f Mississippi and Georgia have appointed mostly men to head coaching
positions o f women's sports (83% and 80% respectively). In contrast, the Universities o f
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Figure 4.2. Total Number oflndividuals who Served as Coaches by Institution, 19701999. Note: Vanderbilt reported having 20 coaching changes w ithin only 5 sports; they
do not field a women's volleyball team.

Florida and South Carolina have appointed only women to head coaching positions for
the three women's sports studied since 1979. Overall, 67% o f the head coaches appointed
for the three women's sports studied have been female and 33% have been male (see
Figure 4.3).
Regarding the gender o f head coaches for the selected sports during the 19981999 academic year, the m ajority o f head coaches for the women's sports were males (see
Figure 4.4). Auburn University, the University o f Georgia, Ole Miss, and Vanderbilt had
males in head coaching positions for all the selected women's sports in 1998-1999.
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□
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Figure 4.3. Gender o f Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Selected Women's
Sports, 1979-1999.
However, both the University o f Florida and South Carolina had 100% o f the head
coaching positions for the women's sports occupied with females. During the 1998-1999
academic year, the Southeastern Conference employed 19 (or 56%) males and 15 (or
44%) females as head coaches for the selected women's sports.
Objective Three
The third objective o f the study was to describe selected sport programs at
member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference on selected characteristics including:
average winning percentage and total number o f coaches appointed for the selected
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Figure 4.4. Gender o f Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Selected Women's
Sports, 1998-1999.

sports. For the purpose o f this objective, winning percentage is defined as the total
number o f games won divided by the total number o f games played. Presented in Table
4.9 is the average winning percentage, standard deviation, and number o f individuals
appointed as head coach for men's baseball for each SEC member institution during the
study period.
Since 1970, the University o f South Carolina has reported the highest overall
winning percentage in baseball among the SEC institutions with .667 (standard deviation
= .102). Mississippi State recorded the second-highest winning percentage with .656
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Table 4.9
Average Winning Percentages, Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Men's Baseball
1970-1999
Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches

South Carolina

.667

.102

3

Mississippi State

.656

.091

4

Arkansas

.648

.086

1

LSU

.623

.137

3

Florida

.615

.097

5

Auburn

.602

.099

3

Alabama

.592

.127

4

Tennessee

.584

.107

4

Vanderbilt

.552

.080

7
4m

Ole Miss

.548

.091

4

Kentucky

.537

.098

3

Georgia

.525

.096

4

Total

.537

.100

3.33

(standard deviation = .091). Overall, six o f the twelve SEC institutions achieved an
average overall winning percentage o f over .600 in men's baseball during the study
period.
The University o f Georgia had the lowest overall average winning percentage in
baseball among institutions in the SEC at .525 (standard deviation = .0%). This indicates
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that the institution with the worst average winning percentage in baseball in the
Southeastern Conference still has won more than 50 percent o f their games.
In terms o f coaching turnover, defined as the total number o f individuals who
served as head coach during the study period, the University o f Florida reported the
highest turnover in men's baseball with five persons serving in that capacity since 1970.
The Universities o f Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, Georgia and Mississippi State
appointed four individuals to head coaching positions at their respective institutions. The
University o f Arkansas, in contrast, has employed only one person in this position
between 1970 and 1999.

Overall, the member institutions o f the Southeastern

Conference had an average winning percentage in baseball o f .537 (standard deviation =
.100). In addition, the average number o f individuals serving as head baseball coach for
each institution between 1970 and 1999 was 3.33.
Illustrated in Table 4.10 is the average winning percentage and standard deviation
for men's basketball teams in the SEC during the study period. The institution which had
the highest winning percentage in men's basketball was the University o f Kentucky with a
.766 winning percentage (standard deviation = . 138). Two additional institutions had a
overall winning percentage greater than .600. These included the University o f Arkansas
with a record o f .675 (standard deviation = .199) and the University o f Alabama with a
record o f .659 (standard deviation = .124). The institution which had the lowest overall
winning percentage in men's basketball was the University o f Mississippi with a record o f
.470 (standard deviation = .128).
Overall, nine o f the twelve Southeastern Conference institutions included in this
study ( or 75%) had an average winning percentage o f .500 or greater during the study
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period . The overall average record for all member institutions in men's basketball was
.574 (standard deviation = .131).
Regarding the measurement o f turnover defined as the total number o f individuals
serving in the position o f head coach for men's basketball since 1970, Mississippi State
University and Vanderbilt University reported the highest amount o f turnover with seven
individuals serving as head coach at each institution. The institution that had the lowest
coaching turnover was Louisiana State University with three individuals serving in that
position during the study period. Overall, the average number o f individuals serving as
head basketball coach between 1970 and 1999 was 5.33.
Table 4.10
Average Winning Percentages, Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Men's Basketball
1970-1999

Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches

.766

.138

5

Arkansas

.675

.199

4

Alabama

.659

.124

4

South Carolina

.587

.162

5

Tennessee

.580

.143

6

LSU

.571

.143

3

Vanderbilt

.561

.112

7

Georgia

.524

.131

6

Auburn

.512

.131

5

Kentucky

(table corn.)
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Mississippi State

.493

.149

7

Florida

.491

.145

6

Ole Miss

.470

.128

6

Total

.574

.131

5.33

Presented in Table 4.11 is the average winning percentage and standard deviation
for football programs in the SEC since 1970. The University o f Alabama's football
program had the highest overall average winning percentage o f .748 (standard deviation =
.208) in the Southeastern Conference for the study period. The University o f Tennessee
had the second-highest winning percentage in the Southeastern Conference in football
with .712 (standard deviation = .168), followed by Auburn University with a .683
winning percentage (standard deviation = .193).
Table 4.11
Average Winning Percentages, Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Men's Football
1970-1999
Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches

Alabama

.748

.208

5

Tennessee

.712

.168

3

Auburn

.683

.193

4

Georgia

.682

.171

3

Florida

.669

.204

4

Arkansas

.635

.185

5
(table cont.)
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LSU

.600

.189

6

Ole Miss

.514

.150

7

South Carolina

.497

.145

6

Mississippi State

.428

.205

5

Kentucky

.415

.195

5

Vanderbilt

.313

.173

8

Total

.575

.182

5.08

Vanderbilt University had the lowest overall winning percentage in the
Southeastern Conference for men's football with .313 (standard deviation = .173). The
University o f Kentucky has the second-lowest winning percentage o f .415 (standard
deviation = .195). In men's football, eight o f the twelve Southeastern Conference
institutions (or 67%) recorded an average winning percentage o f .500 or above.
Regarding the number o f coaching appointments for men's football, Vanderbilt
University had eight individuals serve as head football coach between 1970 and 1999, the
most in the Southeastern Conference. The University o f Mississippi has the secondhighest number o f individuals serving in that capacity with seven. The Universities o f
Tennessee and Georgia had the conference low, with only three individuals serving as
head coach o f men's football at each institution for the study period. During the study
period, the average number o f individuals serving as head football coach among the SEC
institutions was 5.08.
Displayed in Table 4.12 is the average winning percentages, standard deviation,
and number o f individuals appointed as head coaches for women's basketball in the
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Southeastern Conference during the study period. The University o f Tennessee recorded
the highest overall average winning percentage for women's basketball with .836
(standard deviation = .095). Auburn University had the second-highest average winning
percentage in women's basketball with .742 (standard deviation = .142), and Mississippi
State University had the lowest winning percentage in women's basketball with .440
(standard deviation - .108).
Overall eleven o f the twelve institutions (or 92%) have recorded an overall
average winning percentage o f .500 or above. Moreover, nine o f the twelve institutions
(or 75%) have won an average o f 60% or more o f their games.
Regarding the measurement o f turnover for women's basketball since 1979,
Mississippi State University, the University o f Florida, and University o f Alabama
reported the highest amount o f turnover with five individual serving as head coach. The
institution that had the lowest coaching turnover was the University o f Tennessee with
one individual serving as head coach during the entire study period. Overall, the average
number o f individuals serving as head basketball coach between 1979 and 1999 was 3.42.
Table 4 .12
Average Winning Percentages, Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Women's Basketball
1979-1999

Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches

Tennessee

.836

.095

1

Auburn

.742

.142

3

Georgia

.736

.157

2
(table cont.)
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Ole Miss

.711

.130

2

Alabama

.646

.097

5

Vanderbilt

.637

.134

3

Arkansas

.628

.144

4

LSU

.618

.154

3

South Carolina

.613

.150

4

Kentucky

.587

.156

4

Florida

.553

.146

5

Mississippi State

.440

.108

5

Total

.576

.130

3.42

Presented in Table 4 .13 is the average winning percentages, standard deviation,
and number o f individuals appointed as head coaches for women's soccer. The University
o f Florida had the highest average winning percentage in women's soccer with .8S6
(standard deviation = .077), followed by the University o f Georgia's women's soccer
program with .679 (standard deviation = .018).

Table 4.13
Average Winning Percentages, Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Women's Soccer
1995-1999

Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches
1

Florida

.856

.077

Georgia

.679

.018
(table cont.)
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Vanderbilt

.661

.107

Alabama

.611

.101

Kentucky

.587

.132

South Carolina

.537

.128

Tennessee

.509

.169

Ole Miss

.493

.112

Mississippi State

.466

.213

Auburn

.464

.150

LSU

.440

.295

Arkansas

.394

.149

Total

.558

.130

.08

The University o f Arkansas had the lowest winning percentage with .394
(standard deviation = . 149) in women's soccer. Overall, the member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference had an average winning percentage in women's soccer o f .558
(standard deviation = .130).
With regards to coaching changes, the Southeastern Conference only began
recognizing women's soccer in 1995, therefore the number o f coaching changes cannot be
compared to other selected sports. In fact, eleven o f the twelve member institutions had
hired only one individual to serve as head women's soccer coach when the sport was
added to their athletic program and have had no turnover in this position. The only
exception is LSU, who reported having two individuals serve as head coach since 1995.
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Table 4.14 illustrates the average winning percentages, standard deviation, and the
number o f individuals appointed as head coaches for women's volleyball since 1979. The
University o f Florida has the highest average winning percentage for women's volleyball
in the Southeastern Conference with .761 (standard deviation = .193). The University o f
Arkansas had the second-highest average in women's volleyball o f .733 (standard
deviation - . 139). Mississippi Stale University has the lowest overall winning percentage
in women's volleyball in the Southeastern Conference with .400 (standard deviation =
. 126). Overall, the conference had an average winning percentage o f .588 (standard
deviation = .158).
Table 4.14
Average Winning Percentages. Standard Deviation, and Number o f Individuals
Appointed as Head Coaches in the Southeastern Conference for Women's Vollevball
1979-1999

Average Winning
Percentage

Standard Deviation

Number o f Head
Coaches

Florida

.761

.193

2

Arkansas*

.733

.139

I

Georgia

.688

.112

2

Kentucky

.638

.178

5

LSU

.589

.193

4

Auburn

.583

.105

4

South Carolina

.557

.182

5

Tennessee

.556

.162

4

Ole Miss

.496

.173

3
(table cont.)
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Alabama

.470

.179

3

Mississippi State

.400

.126

6

.588

.158

3.55

Vanderbilt1*
Total

'The University o f Arkansas began competing in women's Volleyball in 1994.
Vanderbilt does not compete in women's volleyball.

In terms o f coaching turnover, Mississippi State University recorded the highest
turnover rate in the Southeastern Conference for women's volleyball, with six individuals
serving as head coach since 1979. The Universities o f Kentucky and South Carolina had
the second-highest rate o f coaching turnover for women's volleyball in the conference
with five individuals serving in that position since 1979. The University o f Arkansas
reported the lowest frequency o f turnover, only having one person serve as head coach in
their women's volleyball program. It should be noted, however, that the University o f
Arkansas did not begin competing in women's volleyball until 1994. Overall, the average
number o f individuals serving as head volleyball coach between 1979 and 1999 was 3.55.
For the purposes o f clarity, the measurement o f coaching turnover (defined as the
total number o f individuals who served as head coach for each respective sport during the
study period) is presented graphically in Figure 4.5. For all institutions in the conference,
men's basketball had the highest average number o f individuals who have served as head
coaches (5.33), therefore suggesting the highest turnover rate for the selected sports
studied.
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Football had the second-highest average number o f individuals who served as
head coach (5.08) during the study period, suggesting the second-highest turnover rate for
the selected sports studied in the Southeastern Conference.
6.00

Ba«*faal

Football

MBaakat

W Baikat

WSoccar

WVotey

Sport Program
Figure 4.5. Average Number o f Head Coaches for Selected Sports Programs in the
Southeastern Conference, 1970-1999.

Women's soccer programs had the lowest average number o f individuals who
served as head coaches (1.08), suggesting the least amount o f turnover in all sports
studied. This number is not representative, however, due to the fact that the Southeastern
Conference has only recognized this sport since 1995. Other than women's soccer, men's
baseball had the next lowest average number o f head coaches (3.33) for the duration o f
the study. This indicates that individuals serving as head baseball coaches had a longer
term o f service than any other head coaching position for the selected sports.
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Objective Four
The fourth objective o f the study was to determine if a relationship existed
between the coach's length o f employment and selected characteristics including: specific
SEC institutions, sport coached, overall winning percentage during the coach's term o f
service, winning percentage during the coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA
penalties during the coach's term o f serv ice.
Correlations between coach's length o f employment and each o f the
characteristics, which were measured on an interval scale o f measurement, were
calculated using the Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient. These variables
included overall winning percentage, winning percentage during the last year o f service,
and number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's term o f service. However, the
characteristics o f specific SEC institution and sport coached were measured as nominal
variables. To examine the relationship o f these variables with coach's length o f
employment, each o f the variables was used to construct a series o f dummy coded
variables such that each o f the categories o f the variable was used to create a separate
dichotomous variable. For example, the variable, specific SEC institution, included
twelve nominal measurements (each o f the member institutions). Each o f these
institutions was established as a separate variable so that each member o f the sample was
coded, for example, as being at the University o f Alabama or not being at the University
o f Alabama, as either being at the University o f Arkansas, or not being at the University
o f Arkansas.
Each o f the twelve institutional variables was thus established as a separate
dichotomous variable, and each o f these dichotomous variables was then correlated with
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the dependent variable, coach's length o f employment, using the Point Biserial correlation
coefficient. The same procedure was used for sport coached, creating six separate
dichotomous variables which were then correlated using the Point Biserial correlation
coefficient.
To further describe the relationship between coach's length o f service and each o f
the demographic variables selected, the researcher used the descriptors developed by
Davis (1971) to describe the magnitude o f association o f each o f the computed correlation
coefficients. This provides the reader a measurement o f the substantive significance o f
each o f these correlations, which is helpful to avoid placing excessive importance on a
statistically significant correlation that actually provides very little meaningful
information. Davis' descriptors and their corresponding correlation values include: r =
.01 to .09 - negligible association: r = .10 to .29 - low association; r = .30 to .49 moderate association; r = .50 to .69 - substantial association; r = .70 to higher - very
strong association.
Computed coefficients between each o f these measures are presented in Table
4.15. The variable that was found to be most highly correlated with coach's length o f
service was overall winning percentage (r = .333, p < .001). This relationship is termed as
a "moderate" degree o f association using descriptors developed by Davis. The nature o f
this relationship is such that those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended
to have a higher overall winning percentage.
Another variable that was found to be correlated with length o f coaching tenure
was the measure o f whether or not the individual was employed as a baseball coach (r =
.271, p < .001). This relationship is termed to have a "low" degree o f association;
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however, it indicates that those individuals employed as head coaches o f baseball tended
to have a longer term o f service than individuals who were head coaches o f other sports
studied.
One other measure that was found to be significantly correlated with coach's
length o f service was the NCAA penalty measure (r = . 189, p = .002). This association
was termed "low" using Davis' descriptors, in addition, the nature o f the relationship was
such that those coaches who had a longer term o f service tended to have more NCAA
penalties.
Table 4.15
The Relationship between the Coach's Length o f Employment and
Selected Characteristics for all Selected Sports
r

N

£

Overall Winning Percentage

.333“

256

< .0 0 1

Baseball

.271b

256

< .0 0 1

NCAA Penalty

.189“

256

.0 0 2

Last Year Win Percentage

.1 2 1 “

256

.053

Women's Soccer

-.119b

256

.058

Women's Volleyball

-. 1 1 2 b

256

.074

Georgia

.098b

256

.118

Mississippi State

-.09 l b

256

.146

Tennessee

.053b

256

.3%

Football

-.052b

256

.404

Arkansas

.050b

256

.424

Auburn

.041b

256

.511
(table cont.)
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South Carolina

-.032b

256

.613

Basketball

-.030b

256

.630

Florida

-.029b

256

.640

LSU

.019b

256

.765

Alabama

-.018b

256

.769

Kentucky

-.016b

256

.805

Ole Miss

-016b

256

.805

Women's Basketball

.0 1

256

.861

lb

*Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient
bPoint Biserial Correlation Coefficient
Objective Five
The fifth objective o f the study was to determine if a relationship existed between
the coach's length o f employment and selected performance measures including: overall
winning percentage during the coach's term o f service, winning percentage during the
coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's term o f
service for revenue sports.
Revenue sports are those classified as generating a substantial amount o f revenue
for the athletic department. In this study, those sports considered revenue generating
include men's basketball and football. A ll other selected sports in this study (baseball,
women's basketball, women's soccer, and women's volleyball) are non-revenue
producing, and are categorized as such (D. Corum, personal communication, October 23,
1999).
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To accomplish this objective o f this study, the researcher included only those
coaches who were employed as the head coach for one o f the sports categorized as
revenue sports. Therefore individuals who were employed as head coach for the baseball,
women's soccer, women's basketball, and women's volleyball teams were excluded from
the calculations.
Computed correlation coefficients between coach's length o f employment and
each o f these measures are presented in Table 4.16. For revenue sports, the NCAA
penalty measure was found to have the highest degree o f association with the length o f
employment for a coach (r = .370, p < .001). This relationship is described as a
"moderate" degree o f association using descriptors developed by Davis. The nature o f
this relationship is such that those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended
to have a higher number o f NCAA penalties.
Another variable that was found to be correlated with length o f coaching tenure
for revenue sports was the measure o f overall winning percentage (r = .341, q < .001).
This relationship is also termed to have a "moderate" degree o f association, and it
indicates that those individuals employed for a longer time period tended to have a higher
overall winning percentage.
Table 4.16
The Relationship between the Coach's Length o f Employment
and Selected Performance Measures for Revenue Sports
N

B

NCAA Violations

.370

124

<.001

Overall Win Percentage

.341

124

<.001

Last Year Win Percentage

.169

124

.060

‘ Pearson Product Moment Correlation
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Objective Six
The sixth objective o f the study was to determine if a relationship existed between
the coach's length o f employment and selected performance measures including: overall
winning percentage during the coach's term o f service, winning percentage during the
coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's term o f
service for non-revenue sports.
Non-revenue sports are classified as those that do not generate revenue for the
athletic department. In this study, those sports considered non-revenue include baseball,
women's basketball, women's soccer, and women's volleyball.
To accomplish this objective o f this study, the researcher included only those
coaches who were employed as the head coach for one o f the sports categorized as non
revenue sports. Therefore individuals who were employed as head coach for the football
and men's basketball teams were excluded from the calculations.
Computed correlation coefficients between coach's length o f service and each o f these
measures are presented in Table 4.17. For non-revenue sports, the overall winning
percentage measure was found to have the highest degree o f association with the length o f
employment for a coach (r = .335, g < .001). This relationship is termed as a "moderate"
degree o f association using Davis' descriptors. The nature o f this relationship is such that
those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended to have a higher overall
winning percentage. No other variable examined was found to have a significant
correlation with length o f appointment for non-revenue coaches.
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Table 4.17
The Relationship between the Coach's Length o f Employment and
Selected Performance Measures for Non-Revenue Sports
r*

N

p

Overall Win Percentage

.335

132

<.001

NCAA Violations

.087

132

.319

Last Year Win Percentage

.078

132

.373

"Pearson Product Moment Correlation
Objective Seven
The seventh objective o f the study was to compare the coach's length o f
employment by categories o f selected characteristics including: specific SEC institution,
sport coached, and gender.
When the mean length o f service was examined by the member institutions o f the
SEC, the University o f Georgia was found to have the longest average length o f service
among the head coaches o f the six sports studied (mean = 7.88. standard deviation =
6.34). In addition, the institution at which head coaches were found to have the shortest
length o f tenure was Mississippi State (mean = 4.79, standard deviation = 4.31). The
mean length o f service by each institution is presented in Table 4.18.
The analysis o f variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to statistically compare
the length o f service by categories o f the variable institution, and the resulting F value
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Table 4.18
Mean Length o f Service for Southeastern Conference Institutions
1970-1999
Institution

Mean

Standard Deviation

Georgia

7.88

6.34

Arkansas

7.00

6.83

Tennessee

7.00

5.21

Auburn

6.79

5.33

LSU

6.38

6.38

Kentucky

5.83

4.49

Ole Miss

5.83

5.13

Alabama

5.77

4.19

Vanderbilt

5.65

4.51

Florida

5.61

2.78

South Carolina

5.58

4.31

Mississippi State

4.79

4.31

(.598) was not significant (see Table 4.19). This indicates that coaches' length o f service
was not different among the member institutions o f the SEC for the six sports studied in
this research.
Analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was also used to determine if there was a
significant difference in the length o f service for head coaches based on the specific sport
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Table 4.19
Analysis o f Variance for Length o f Service by SEC Member Institution

Sum o f
Squares

Between Groups

163.811

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

11

14.892

.598

.830

24.914

Within Groups

6078.923

244

Total

6242.734

255

they coached. As illustrated in Table 4.20, a significant F value was found, indicating at
least one significant difference existed among the six sports studied (F 5. 2 J0 = 4.897). In
order to further investigate this relationship, Tukey's post hoc multiple comparison test
was used to determine specifically which groups were different. Results o f this procedure

Table 4.20
Analysis o f Variance for Length o f Service by Sport Coached

Sum o f
Squares

Between Groups

556.831

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

5

111.366

4.897

<.001

22.744

Within Groups

5685.903

250

Total

6242.734

255

revealed that the term o f service for those individuals who coach women's soccer,
women's volleyball, football, men's basketball and women's basketball were not
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significantly different from one another. However, those individuals who coach baseball
have a significantly longer term o f service from those who coach women's soccer,
women's volleyball, football and men's basketball. For all sports studied, the average
length o f tenure was 6.07 years (standard deviation = 4.95). Table 4.21 provides the
mean years o f service and the significant comparisons.

Table 4.21
Tukey's Post Hoc Multiple Comparison o f Length o f Employment
by Sport Coached

N

A

Women's soccer

13

3.53

Women's volleyball

39

4.77

Football

62

5.61

Men's basketball

62

5.80

Women's basketball

41

6 .2 0

Baseball

39

Note: Specific sport means that do not appear in same group (A or B) are significantly
different.

An Independent Samples T-test was used to determine if there was a significant
difference in the length o f service for head coaches based on their gender. A significant
difference was found (t mi &i - 3.68, p < .0 0 1 ) indicating that males had a longer average
coaching span than females, regardless o f sport coached. For the selected sports studied.
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male coaches averaged 6.61 years o f service (standard deviation = 5.17), and females
averaged 4.39 years o f service (standard deviation = 3.74).
Objective Eight
To accomplish objective number eight o f the study, multiple regression analysis
was used with coach's length o f employment entered into the analysis as the dependent
variable and the other variables treated as independent variables. In conducting the
regression analysis, the variable entry technique selected was the lull model entry
procedure. The basis for the selection o f this technique included: (1) all variables used as
independent variables in the analysis are accessible to both future researchers and
practitioners so that locating efficiency in the model was not a priority; and ( 2 ) the most
important consideration to the researcher was maximizing the effectiveness o f the model
in terms o f amount o f explained variance so that there was the desire and need to
determine even the small contributions in explained variance added by non-significant
variables. In addition, the variables that were measured as nominal data (SEC institution
and sport coached) were dummy coded and each level o f the variable was entered into the
analysis as a dichotomous variable.
The regression analysis resulted in a significant model indicating that the variables
used as independent variables in the analysis did explain a significant portion o f the
variance in length o f employment among head coaches o f selected sports at member
institutions o f the SEC. This significant model explained a total o f 24.1% o f the variance
in coach's length o f service (see Table 4.22). When the data were further examined, three
o f the variables entered as independent variables in the analysis were found to make a
statistically significant contribution to the regression model individually. These variables
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were the overall winning percentage during the coach's employment, the number o f
NCAA violations for which the institution was penalized during the coach's employment,
and whether or not the coach was employed as the head baseball coach. The nature o f the
influence o f each o f these individually significant variables was such that coaches who
had a higher overall winning percentage tended to be employed for a longer period o f
time, coaches who had more NCAA violations tended to be those who had been
employed for a longer period o f time, and coaches who were employed as head baseball
coach tended to be employed for a longer period o f time than those who coached other
sports.
Table 4.22
Linear Regression Analysis o f Length o f Coaching Tenure for SEC Coaches

Sum o f
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

4.188

< .0 0 1

Regression

1506.456

18

83.692

Residual

4736.278

237

19.984

Total

6242.734

255

Model Summary

Model

1

"

R

R Square

Adjusted
R Square

Standard Error
o f the
Estimate

.491"

.241

.184

4.407

"Variables excluded to avoid multicolliniarity problems : Football, Miss. St
‘’Predictors in the Model: (Constant), Vanderbilt, Women's Soccer, Georgia, Women's
(table cont.)
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basketball, Auburn, Arkansas, Win Percentage, LSU, NCAA Violations, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Baseball, Ole Miss, Alabama, Women's Volleyball Kentucky, men's
Basketball Florida
Coefficients

t

Sig.

-.728

.468

.304

5.015

< 001

.959

.298

4.274

< .0 0 1

2.361

.728

.199

3.243

.0 0 1

WSOCCER

-1.452

1.387

-.065

-1.047

.296

ARKANSAS

1.289

1.421

.065

.907

.366

VANDERBILT

1.029

1.333

.056

.772

.441

GEORGIA

1.068

1.406

.054

.759

.448

FLORIDA

-.900

1.293

-.052

-.696

.487

TENNESSEE

.685

1.366

.036

.502

.616

LSU

.640

1.311

.036

.488

.626

MBASKET

.394

.812

.034

.485

.628

AUBURN

.476

1.361

.025

.350

.727

ALABAM A

-.454

1.314

-.026

-.345

.730

KENTUCKY

-.365

1.289

- .0 2 1

-.283

.777

OLE MISS

.337

1.276

.0 2 0

.264

.792

WVOLLEY

-.184

.965

-.013

-.190

.849

SOUTH CAR

.030

1.263

.0 0 2

.024

.981

Model

B

Std. Error

Constant

-.991

1.361

WINPCT

10.369

2.068

BASEBALL

4.099

NCAAVIO

Beta
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The primary purpose o f this study was to determine the influence o f selected
factors on the length o f employment o f head athletic coaches at institutions in the
Southeastern Conference. The specific research objectives designed to guide the
researcher included the following:
1

.

to describe athletic head coaches employed at member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference on selected personal and professional demographic
characteristics including: gender, sport coached, institution, total number o f years
employed, and average winning percentage for those years o f service;

2.

to describe selected athletic programs o f member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference on selected characteristics including: athletic revenue, athletic
expenses, number o f NCAA penalties, number o f hired coaches, and percentage o f
male and female head coaches;

3.

to describe selected sports programs at member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference on selected characteristics including: average winning percentage and
total number o f coaches hired since 1970;

4.

to determine if a relationship exists between the coach's length o f employment
and selected characteristics including: SEC member institution, sport, overall
winning percentage, winning percentage during the coach's last year o f
employment, and number o f NCAA penalties;
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5.

to determine if a relationship exists between coach's length o f employment and
selected characteristics for revenue sports including: overall winning percentage,
winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment, and number o f
NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service;

6

.

to determine if a relationship exists between coach's length o f employment and
selected characteristics tor non-revenue sports including: overall winning
percentage, winning percentage during the coach's last year o f employment, and
number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service;

7.

to compare the coach's length o f employment by selected factors including: SEC
member institution, sport, and gender o f coach;

8

.

to determine if a model exists to help explain a significant portion o f the variance
in coach's length o f employment from selected factors including: overall winning
percentage, number o f NCAA penalties during the coach's years o f service, SEC
member institution, and sport.
Methodology
The study used three different populations in addressing the specific objectives o f

the study.
The first and primary population in the study was defined the head coaches
employed in athletic departments o f member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference.
The sample consisted o f 100% o f the head coaches employed by the athletic departments
o f member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference between 1970 and 1999 or the first
year o f SEC recognized competition in the following selected sports: baseball, men's
basketball, football women's basketball women's soccer, and women's volleyball.
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The second population was defined as all member institutions o f the Southeastern
Conference which included: The University o f Alabama, The University o f Arkansas,
Auburn University, The University o f Florida, The University o f Georgia, The University
o f Kentucky, Louisiana State University, The University o f Mississippi, Mississippi State
University, The University o f South Carolina, The University o f Tennessee, and
Vanderbilt University.
The third population consisted o f the individual sports that are supported by each
institution and recognized by the Southeastern Conference. The sample in the study
included the following selected sports supported by members o f the SEC: football, men's
basketball, baseball, women's soccer, women's volleyball, and women's basketball.
The instrument used to collect the data in this study was a recording document in
the form o f a spreadsheet. The information was derived from published sport information
guides from each member institution, published Southeastern Conference information
guides, and the NCAA, SEC, and institutional web sites.
Published information guides were obtained from each member institution to
assess coaching histories and winning percentages. The Southeastern Conference guide
was also requested from the conference office. This guide provided historical and other
information on the conference and its institutional members. The SEC office also
publishes individual sport information guides for most revenue generating sports, and
these were also obtained to address the study objectives.
Findings
The first objective in this study was to describe athletic head coaches employed at
member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference on selected personal and professional
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demographic characteristics. Overall, for all the sports studied, a large percentage o f the
head coaches were male (77%) compared to females (23%). Regarding gender o f
coaches for individual sports, males have served as head coach

100

% o f the time for

football, baseball and men's basketball. Women's basketball and women's volleyball had
a higher percentage o f women who served as head coach (65.9% and 71.8% respectively),
however, women’s soccer head coaches were found to have been mostly males (69.2%).
In terms o f length o f service, individuals who coached baseball were found to
have the longest term o f service, averaging 9.23 years, while women's soccer coaches
reported the shortest length o f service with the average time served being 3.53 years. The
average length o f service for all selected sports at all institutions was 5.86 years with a
standard deviation o f 4.26.
Another variable on which coaches in this study were described was overall
winning percentages for their tenure as head coach. The coach found to have the highest
winning percentage was Mary Wise, the woman's volleyball coach at the University o f
Florida. The second-highest winning percentage was achieved by Mozingo. the head
women's volleyball coach at the University o f South Carolina from 1982 to 1983. During
her one-year tenure, she posted a .895 winning percentage.
The coach with the lowest winning percentage was a former Vanderbilt head
football coach. Dowhower. who accumulated a . 182 winning percentage over his twoyear appointment ( 1994-19% ) as head coach. The second lowest winning percentage
was Keiser, who coached women's volleyball for two seasons at Mississippi State from
1981 to 1982 and earned an overall winning percentage o f .195.
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Objective two was to describe the athletic programs o f the Southeastern
Conference on characteristics including: total athletic revenue and expenditures for the
1997-1998 academic school year, number o f N C AA penalties since 1970, total number o f
coaches hired since 1970, the overall percentage o f male versus female head coaches for
each institution, and percentage o f male versus female head coaches for the 1998-1999
academic school year.
The University o f Florida reported generating over $36 million dollars in revenue,
the highest in both the Southeastern Conference and the nation. The University o f
Tennessee produced over $35 million dollars, the second-highest in the SEC and the
third-highest in the nation behind the University o f Florida and the University o f
Michigan. The average revenue generated for all SEC institutions was $22,499,574.
The University o f Florida also ranked the highest in the conference (and second in
the nation behind the University o f Michigan) w ith over $35 million dollars in
expenditures. The University of Tennessee ranked second in the conference and fourth in
the nation (behind University of Michigan, University o f Florida, and Ohio State
University) with over $32 million o f expenditures.
Another characteristic on which the SEC athletic departments were described was
on NCAA penalties for infractions in the selected sports studied. During the study period,
the NCAA has penalized every Southeastern Conference institution for rule violations.
The Universities o f Alabama, Arkansas and Vanderbilt were the least penalized
institutions in the conference, with each institution receiving an NCAA penalty only once
for the study period. The University o f Georgia was the most penalized institution, w ith
six separate penalties enacted by the NCAA for the duration o f the study.
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When the institutions' athletic programs were examined regarding the total
number o f individuals who served as head coach during the study period (1970-1999),
Mississippi State University was found to have the greatest number o f individuals who
served in that capacity with 28. The fewest number o f individuals serving as head coach
was found at the University o f Arkansas and the University o f Georgia with 17 at each o f
these institutions. Overall, the member institutions o f the SEC had an average o f 21
coaching changes in the six sports examined during the study period.
Another aspect o f objective two was to examine the gender status o f individuals
appointed to head coaching positions for selected sports at member institutions o f the
SEC. Examination o f the data regarding gender o f coaches reveals that all head coaches
for the three men's sports examined (football, basketball, and baseball) have been male
during the period o f time studied in this research. When the selected women's sports
(volleyball, basketball, and soccer) were studied however, both men and women were
found to have been appointed to the head coaching positions since 1970. In fact, at
Vanderbilt University, 100% o f all head coaches or the women's sports studied have been
male since 1970. In contrast, the Universities o f Florida and South Carolina have
appointed only women to head coaching positions for the three women's sports studied
since 1979. Overall, 67% o f the head coaches appointed for the three women's sports
studied have been female and 33% have been male.
The third objective o f the study was to describe selected sport programs at
member institutions o f the Southeastern Conference on selected characteristics including:
average winning percentage and total number o f coaches appointed for the selected
sports.
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Between 1970 and 1999, the University o f South Carolina has reported the highest
overall winning percentage in baseball among the SEC institutions with .667 (standard
deviation = .102). Mississippi State recorded the second-highest winning percentage with
.656 (standard deviation = .091). The University o f Georgia had the lowest overall
average winning percentage in baseball among institutions in the SEC at .525 (standard
deviation - .096).
In terms o f coaching turnover, the University o f Florida reported the highest
turnover in men's baseball with five persons serving in that capacity for the duration of
the study. The University o f Arkansas, on the contrary, has employed only one person in
this position for the duration o f this study. Overall, the member institutions o f the
Southeastern Conference had an average winning percentage in baseball o f .537 (standard
deviation = . 1 0 0 .
The institution which had the highest winning percentage in men's basketball was
the University o f Kentucky with a .766 winning percentage (standard deviation = .138).
The institution which had the lowest overall win-loss record in men's basketball was the
University o f Mississippi with a record o f .470 (standard deviation = . 128).
Regarding the measurement o f turnover, Mississippi State University and
Vanderbilt University reported the highest amount o f turnover with seven individual
serving as head coach. The institution that had the lowest coaching turnover was
Louisiana State University with three individuals serving in that position during the study
period.
The University o f Alabama's football program had the highest overall average
winning percentage o f .748 (standard deviation = .208) in the Southeastern Conference
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for the study period. Vanderbilt University has the lowest overall winning percentage in
the Southeastern Conference for men's football with .313 (standard deviation = .173).
The University o f Kentucky has the second-lowest winning percentage o f .415 (standard
deviation = .195). In men's football, eight o f the twelve Southeastern Conference
institutions (or 67%) have recorded an average winning percentage o f .500 or above.
Regarding the number o f coaching appointments for men's football, Vanderbilt
University has had eight individuals serve as head football coach since 1970, the most in
the Southeastern Conference. The University o f Mississippi has the second-highest
number o f individuals serving in that capacity with seven. The Universities o f Tennessee
and Georgia had the lowest number, with only three individuals serving as head coach o f
men's football at each institution for the duration o f the study.
The University o f Tennessee recorded the highest overall average winning
percentage for women's basketball with .836 (standard deviation = .095). Auburn
University had the second-highest average winning percentage in women's basketball
with .742 (standard deviation = .142) from 1979 to 1999. Mississippi State University
had the lowest winning percentage in women's basketball with .440 (standard deviation =
.108).
Regarding the measurement o f turnover for women's basketball since 1979,
Mississippi State University, the University o f Florida and University o f Alabama
reported the highest amount o f turnover with five individual serving as head coach. The
institution that had the lowest coaching turnover was the University o f Tennessee with
one individual serving as head coach during the study period.
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The University o f Florida had the highest average winning percentage in women's
soccer with .856 (standard deviation = .077), followed by the University o f Georgia’s
women's soccer program with .679 (standard deviation = .018). The University o f
Arkansas had the lowest winning percentage with .394 (standard deviation = . 149) in
women's soccer. With regards to coaching changes, the Southeastern Conference only
began recognizing women's soccer in 1995, therefore the mean term o f service was
skewed.
The University o f Florida has the highest average winning percentage for women's
volleyball in the Southeastern Conference with .761 (standard deviation = .193). The
University o f Arkansas had the second-highest average in women's volleyball o f .733
(standard deviation = .139). Mississippi State University has the lowest overall winning
percentage in women's volleyball in the Southeastern Conference with .400 (standard
deviation = .126).
In terms o f coaching turnover, Mississippi State University recorded the highest
turnover rate in the Southeastern Conference for women's volleyball, with six individuals
serving as head coach from 1979 to 1999. The Universities o f Kentucky and South
Carolina had the second-highest rate o f coaching turnover for women's volleyball in the
conference with five individuals serving in that position since 1979. The University o f
Arkansas reported the lowest frequency o f turnover, only having one person serve as head
coach in their volleyball program. This number is slightly skewed, however, due to the
fact that Arkansas did not begin competing in volleyball until 1994.
For all institutions in the conference, men's basketball had the highest average
number o f individuals who have served as head coaches (5.33), therefore suggesting the
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highest turnover rate for the selected sports studied. Women's soccer programs had the
lowest average number o f individuals who have served as head coaches (1.08), suggesting
the least amount o f turnover in all sports studied. This number is not representative,
however, due to the fact that the Southeastern Conference has only recognized this sport
since 1995. Men's baseball had the next lowest average number o f head coaches (3.33)
for the duration o f the study. This indicates that individuals serving as head baseball
coaches had a longer term o f service than any other head coaching position for the
selected sports.
The fourth objective o f the study was to determine if a relationship existed
between the coach's length o f employment and selected characteristics including: specific
SEC institutions, sport coached, overall winning percentage during the coach's term o f
service, winning percentage during the coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA
penalties during the coach's term o f service.
Correlations between coach's length o f employment and each o f the
characteristics, which were measured on an interval scale o f measurement, were
calculated using the Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient. The overall
winning percentage measure was found to have the highest degree o f association with
coach's length o f employment in the SEC (r = .333, p < .001). The nature o f this
relationship is such that those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended to
have a higher overall winning percentage.
The fifth objective o f the study was to determine i f a relationship existed between
the coach's length o f employment and selected performance measures for revenue sports
including: overall winning percentage during the coach's term o f service, winning
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percentage during the coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA penalties during
the coach's term o f service for revenue sports.
The NCAA penalty measure was found to have the highest degree o f association
with the length o f tenure for a coach (r = .370, g < .001). The nature o f this relationship
is such that those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended to have a higher
number o f NCAA penalties.
The sixth objective o f the study was to determine if a relationship existed between
the coach's length o f employment and selected performance measures for non-revenue
sports including: overall winning percentage during the coach's term o f service, winning
percentage during the coach's last year o f service, and number o f NCAA penalties during
the coach's term o f service for non-revenue sports.
The overall winning percentage measure was found to have the highest degree o f
association with the length o f tenure for a coach (r = .335, g < .001). The nature o f this
relationship is such that those coaches who had a longer term o f employment tended to
have a higher overall winning percentage.
For both revenue and non-revenue sports, the last year winning percentage was
not a statistically significant correlation with coach's length o f service.
The seventh objective o f the study was to compare the coach's length o f
employment by selected characteristics including: specific SEC institution, sport coached,
and gender.
When the mean length o f service was examined by the member institutions o f the
SEC, the University o f Georgia was found to have the longest average length o f service
among the head coaches o f the six sports studied (mean = 7.88, standard deviation =
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6.34). In addition, the institution at which head coaches were found to have the shortest
length o f tenure was Mississippi State (mean = 4.79, standard deviation = 4.31). The
analysis o f variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to statistically compare the length o f
service by categories o f the variable institution, and the resulting F value (.598) was not
significant. This indicates that coaches' length o f service was not different among the
member institutions o f the SEC for the six sports studied in this research.
Analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was also used to determine if there was a
significant difference in the length o f service for head coaches based on the speciiic sport
they coached. A significant F value was found, indicating at least one significant
difference existed among the six sports studied (F

5 ,2 5 0

= 4.897).

In order to further investigate this relationship, Tukey's post hoc multiple
comparison test was used to determine specifically which groups were different. Results
o f this procedure revealed that the term o f service for those individuals who coach
women's soccer, women's volleyball, football, men's basketball and women's basketball
were not significantly different from one another. However, those individuals who coach
baseball have a significantly longer term o f service from those who coach women's
soccer, women's volleyball, football, and men's basketball. For all sports studied, the
average length o f tenure was 6.07 years (standard deviation = 4.95).
An Independent Samples T-test was used to determine if there was a significant
difference in the length o f service for head coaches based on their gender. A significant
difference was found (t u i 6i = 3.68, g < .001) indicating that males had a longer average
coaching span than females, regardless o f sport coached.
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To accomplish objective number eight o f the study, multiple regression analysis
was used with coach's length o f employment entered into the analysis as the dependent
variable and the other variables treated as independent variables. The regression analysis
resulted in a significant model indicating that there variables used as independent
variables in the analysis did explain a significant portion o f the variance in length o f
employment among head coaches o f selected sports at member institutions o f the SEC.
This significant model explained a total o f 24.1% o f the variance in coach's length o f
service. When the data were further examined, three o f the variables entered as
independent variables in the analysis were found to make a statistically significant
contribution to the regression model individually. These variables were the overall
winning percentage during the coach's employment, the number o f NCAA violations for
which the institution was penalized during the coach's employment, and whether o r not
the coach was employed as the head baseball coach.
Conclusions
The following conclusions and implications were derived from the findings o f the
study:
1.

Head coaches for all o f the men's sports studied were male. However, both males
and females were appointed to head coaching position for women's sports.
Overall, the Southeastern conference employs more males than females as head
coaches for the selected sports studied. This conclusion is based on the findings
that the total number o f head coaches in the six selected sports studied in this
research was 256. O f these coaches, 197 were male (or 77%) versus 59 (o r 23%)
females.
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2.

Head baseball coaches are employed in the same position for longer than head
coaches o f other sports studied in the SEC. This conclusion was based on the
findings that men's baseball coaches had the longest span o f service, with coaches
serving an average o f 9.23 years at the same institution (standard deviation = 7.15)
which was the highest mean for all sports studied.

3.

Florida has the both the highest revenues and the highest expenditures in the SEC.
This is based on the information included in the Equity in Athletics Disclosure
Act which stated that the University o f Florida reported generating over $36
million dollars in revenue, the highest in both the Southeastern Conference and
the nation. In addition, the University o f Florida ranked the highest in the
conference (and second in the nation behind the University o f Michigan) with
over $35 million dollars in expenditures.

4.

Auburn generates the highest institutional profit in the SEC. This conclusion is
based on the findings that o f the institutions that had surplus budgets. Auburn
University had the greatest amount with $13,474,714.

5.

Georgia is the most penalized team in the SEC. This conclusion is based on the
finding that the University o f Georgia had the greatest number o f penalties for
violations associated with the six sports studied, with six separate penalties
enacted by the NCAA between 1970 and 1999.

6

.

Alabama, Arkansas, and Vanderbilt are the least penalized institutions in the SEC.
This conclusion is based on the finding that each o f these institutions received
only one NCAA penalty for the duration o f the study period which is the least in
the conference.
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7.

The two revenue sports (football and men's basketball) account for the majority o f
the NCAA penalties among the SEC institutions. This conclusion is based on the
findings that overall, the SEC institutions have received a total o f 35 penalties by
the NCAA. O f these penalties, 18 (or 51.4%) have been for infractions associated
with football. In addition, 14 (or 40%) have been implemented for rules
violations committed in men's basketball programs. These two revenue sports
account for 91.4% o f all o f the NCAA penalties in the SEC in the selected sports
for the period between 1970 and 1999.

8.

Vanderbilt, Ole Miss and Georgia hire mostly men to head coaching positionsregardless o f sport. This conclusion is based on the findings that at Vanderbilt
University, 100% o f all head coaches o f the women's sports studied have been
male for the duration o f the study period. In addition, during the study period, the
Universities o f Mississippi and Georgia have appointed mostly men to head
coaching positions o f women's sports (83% and 80% respectively).

9.

Florida and South Carolina hire men coaches for men's sports and women coaches
for women's sports. This conclusion is based on the findings that the Universities
o f Florida and South Carolina have appointed only women to head coaching
positions for the three women's sports studied since 1979.

10.

For all sports studied, there was a relationship between length o f employment and
overall winning percentage. This conclusion is based on the finding that Pearson's
Product Moment Correlation was used and overall winning percentage was found
to be correlated with length o f tenure (r = .333, g < .001). Because this
relationship is positive, it suggests that those coaches who have a longer term o f
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employment have a tendency to have a higher winning percentage. This finding is
in congruence with Grusky (1963) and Eitzen and Yetman (1972) who
hypothesized that a negative relationship existed between the turnover rate o f
coaches and the team's performance. To put it simply, higher the turnover rate o f
coaches, the poorer the teams performance; or the lower the coach's turnover rate,
the better the teams performance.
11.

For revenue sports, there was a relationship between the length o f employment
and the NCAA penalty measure. This conclusion is based on the finding that
using the Pearson Product Moment Correlation the NCAA penalty measure was
found to have a relationship with the length o f employment for a coach (r = .370,
P < .001).

12.

For non-revenue sports, overall winning percentage was the only significant
correlation with length o f employment. This conclusion is based on the finding
that for non-revenue sports, the overall winning percentage measure was found to
have a relationship with the length o f employment for a coach (r = .335, g < .001).
No other variable examined was found to have a significant correlation with
length o f appointment for non-revenue coaches.

13.

For all sports studied, the last year's winning percentage was not related to the
length o f tenure. This conclusion is based on the fact that when the length o f
tenure for all sports was examined, the last year's winning percentage did not
produce a significant correlation.

14.

There was no relationship between coach's length o f tenure and the member
institutions o f the SEC. This conclusion is based on the fact that when the
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analysis o f variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to statistically compare the
length o f service by categories o f the variable institution, and the resulting F value
(.598) was not significant (see Table 4.19). This indicates that coaches' length o f
service was not different among the member institutions o f the SEC for the six
sports studied in this research.
15.

There is a difference in coach's length o f employment based on specific sport
coached. This conclusion is based on the findings that analysis o f variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine if there was a significant difference in the length
o f service for head coaches based on the specific sport they coached. As
illustrated in Table 4.20, a significant F value was found, indicating at least one
significant difference existed among the six sports studied (F

16.

5. 2 50

= 4.897).

There is a difference in coach's length o f employment based on gender o f the head
coach. This conclusion is based on the findings using an independent samples Ttest to determine i f there was a significant difference in the length o f service for
head coaches based on their gender. A significant difference was found (t mi 6i ~
3.68, p < .001) indicating that males had a longer average coaching span than
females, regardless o f sport coached.

17.

A model was found which explains a significant portion o f the variance in the
length o f service for SEC coaches. This is based on the findings from the multiple
regression analysis. This significant model explained a total o f 24.1% o f the
variance in coach's length o f service (see Table 4.22). When the data were further
examined, three o f the variables entered as independent variables in the analysis
were found to make a statistically significant contribution to the regression model
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individually. These variables were the overall winning percentage during the
coach's employment, the number o f NCAA violations for which the institution
was penalized during the coach's employment, and whether or not the coach was
employed as the head baseball coach. The nature o f the influence o f each o f these
individually significant variables was such that coaches who had a higher overall
winning percentage tended to be employed for a longer period oflim e, coaches
who had more NCAA violations tended to be those who had been employed for a
longer period o f time, and coaches who were employed as head baseball coach
tended to be employed for a longer period o f time than those who coached other
sports.
Recommendations
1.

Future research is suggested to investigate other factors that potentially contribute
to coach's length o f employment. Although a model was found that explains
24.1% o f the variance in coaching tenure, over 75% o f the variation is not
explained. Therefore more research needs to be conducted to investigate the
factors that contribute to coaching turnover.

2.

It is recommended that this study be replicated in other major conferences
(Atlantic Coast Conference, Atlantic 10 Conference, Big East Conference, Big 10
Conference, Big 12 Conference, and Pacific 10 Conference) in order to compare
the results with results o f the Southeastern Conference. The Southeastern
conference is one o f the largest (in terms o f institution membership) and most
successful in the nation. It is recommended that this study be replicated in order
to compare the results with the results o f other conferences.
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3.

It is recommended that this study be expanded to investigate past the selected
sports studied in this research. Only six sports (three men's and three women's)
were selected tor analysis, and further investigation into other sports would
contribute to body o f knowledge. This would also allow for comparisons between
the different sports.

4.

It is recommended that another research design be used to further investigate lhe
relationship between managerial succession and team performance. The current
research was classified as a one shot case study and with an ex post facto data
collection method. Focusing on one institution using a longitudinal or time series
design would allow a researcher to focus more specifically on variables which
may lead to coaching succession (i.e. changes in fiscal activity, changes in
administration, and political pressures).

5.

It is recommended that future research be conducted to investigate team
performance based on whether the coach was promoted from within the
organization or hired from outside the organization. Although uncommon at the
intercollegiate level, this relationship was investigated by Allen (1979) using
major league baseball teams. He concluded that if the new coach was hired from
within the organization, the organization experienced a smoother transition period
and performed better.

6.

It is recommended that future research be conducted at each SEC institution to
investigate their rules and regulations regarding equal employment opportunities.
This is especially true for those institutions that consistently one gender to serve
as head coach o f all sports.
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APPENDIX A: W INNING PERCENTAGES FOR ALL COACHES IN THE SEC
1970-1999

Wise

Women's Volleyball

Florida

.907

Mozingo

Women's Volleyball

South Carolina

.895

Burleigh

Women's Soccer

Florida

.856

Fullmer

Football

Tennessee

.849

Bryant

Football

Alabama

.842

Spurrier

Football

Florida

.837

Summitt

Women's Basketball

Tennessee

.836

Rupp

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.831

Nunnelly

Women's Basketball

Auburn

.829

Smith

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.827

Pitino

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.804

Sutton

Men's Basketball

Arkansas

.775

Amsparger

Football

LSU

.765

Hatfield

Football

Arkansas

.763

Landers

Women's Basketball

Georgia

.761

Ciampi

Women's Basketball

Auburn

.753

Nutt

Football

Arkansas

.750

Parsons

Women's Basketball

South Carolina

.749

Hall

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.743

Holtz

Football

Arkansas

.740

Chancellor

Women's Basketball

Ole Miss

.739
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Poole

Women's Volleyball

Arkansas

.733

Wells

Baseball

Alabama

.732

McReavy

Women's Volleyball

Kentucky

.732

Battle

Football

Tennessee

.725

Dooley

Football

Georgia

.724

Grunwaki

Women's Volleyball

Auburn

.724

Bert man

Baseball

LSU

.723

Curry

Football

Alabama

.722

Foster

Women's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.717

Richardson

Men's Basketball

Arkansas

.716

Dye

Football

Auburn

.714

Jordan

Football

Auburn

.713

Bowden

Football

Auburn

.713

Willis

Women's Basketball

Arkansas

.712

Mears

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.711

Feldman

Women's Volleyball

Georgia

.708

Stallings

Football

Alabama

.705

Nemeth

Women's Volleyball

Kentucky

.704

Smith

Men's Basketball

Georgia

.702

Moody

Women's Basketball

Alabama

.701

McGuire

Men's Basketball

South Carolina

.699

Yow

Women's Basketball

Florida

.695

Green

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.695
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Sanderson

Men's Basketball

Alabama

.689

DeBoer

Women's Volleyball

Kentucky

.688

Sutton

Men's Basketball

Kentucky

.684

Donnan

Football

Georgia

.679

Barker

Women's Soccer

Georgia

.679

Richards

Baseball

South Carolina

.677

Polk

Baseball

Miss. St

.674

Hall

Women's Basketball

Kentucky

.673

Raines

Baseball

South Carolina

.668

lams

Women's Volleyball

Georgia

.668

Perkins

Football

Alabama

.667

Ross

Women's Basketball

Florida

.667

Greene

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.667

McClendon

Football

LSU

.664

Hudson

Women’s Volleyball

South Carolina

.663

McDonald

Women's Soccer

Vanderbilt

.661

Schleude

Women's Volleyball

Alabama

.661

Bertucci

Women's Volleyball

Tennessee

.661

Givens

Women's Volleyball

Ole Miss

.659

Majors

Football

Tennessee

.657

McMahon

Baseball

Miss. St

.657

Delmonico

Baseball

Tennessee

.656

Baird

Baseball

Auburn

.654
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Rhine

Baseball

Florida

.654

Sutherland

Women's Basketball

Arkansas

.652

Bergman

Baseball

Florida

.652

DeBriyn

Baseball

Arkansas

.648

Broyles

Football

Arkansas

.646

DiNardo

Football

LSU

.646

Lopez

Baseball

Florida

.641

Patrick

Women's Volleyball

Tennessee

.640

Blair

Women's Basketball

Arkansas

.638

Yow

Women's Basketball

Kentucky

.638

Gunter

Women's Basketball

LSU

.637

Vaught

Football

Ole Miss

.636

Cronic

Women's Basketball

Alabama

.636

Luster

Women's Volleyball

LSU

.636

Arnold

Baseball

Florida

.635

Tanner

Baseball

South Carolina

.631

Weeks

Women's Basketball

Alabama

.630

Dingman

Women's Volleyball

Auburn

.629

Gregory

Baseball

Miss. St

.628

Kinard

Football

Ole Miss

.627

Fogler

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.623

Taylor

Women's Volleyball

Ole Miss

.623

Hall

Football

Florida

.622
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Skinner

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.620

Lee

Women's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.616

Swayze

Baseball

Ole Miss

.616

Ellis

Men's Basketball

Auburn

.615

Myers

Women's Basketball

Alabama

.613

Staley

Women’s Soccer

Alabama

.611

Pell

Football

Florida

.606

Barnes

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.606

Stansbury

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.606

Wilson

Women's Basketball

South Carolina

.602

Newton

Men's Basketball

Alabama

.602

Archer

Football

LSU

.599

DeVoe

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.597

Schmittou

Baseball

Vanderbilt

.597

McReavy

Women's Volleyball

Florida

.595

Hobbs

Men's Basketball

Alabama

.590

Brown

Men's Basketball

LSU

.589

Shollenberg

Baseball

Alabama

.588

Lipka

Women's Soccer

Kentucky

.587

Kelley

Women's Basketball

South Carolina

.586

Ghastin

Women's Volleyball

Auburn

.585

Felton

Men's Basketball

South Carolina

.582

Durham

Men's Basketball

Georgia

.579
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Sloan

Football

Vanderbilt

.578

Fanning

Women's Basketball

Kentucky

.578

Wright

Baseball

Tennessee

.574

G off

Football

Georgia

.572

Dickey

Football

Florida

.570

Morrison

Football

South Carolina

.568

Umstattd

Baseball

Georgia

.566

Hickey

Women's Soccer

LSU

.565

Tuberville

Football

Ole Miss

.563

Van Brenda Kop

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.559

Carlen

Football

South Carolina

.554

Kruger

Men's Basketball

Florida

.553

Gibbs

Baseball

Ole Miss

.553

Madison

Baseball

Kentucky

.553

Riley

Baseball

Alabama

.551

Kenny

Women's Volleyball

South Carolina

.551

Nix

Baseball

Auburn

.550

Webber

Baseball

Georgia

.550

Bitzer

Women's Volleyball

Auburn

.550

Nelson

Women's Volleyball

LSU

.549

Brewer

Football

Ole Miss

.546

Whited

Baseball

Tennessee

.545

Donovan

Men's Basketball

Florida

.542
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Barfield

Football

Auburn

.538

Lamabe

Baseball

LSU

.538

Swanner

Women's Basketball

LSU

.537

Kelly

Women's Soccer

South Carolina

.537

Maravich

Men's Basketball

LSU

.537

Jirsa

Men's Basketball

Georgia

.536

Foster

Men's Basketball

South Carolina

.536

Braden

Women's Volleyball

Kentucky

.536

Williams

Men’s Basketball

Miss. St

.535

Davis

Men's Basketball

Auburn

.534

Coleman

Women’s Basketball

LSU

.533

Sherrill

Football

Miss. St

.532

Kessinger

Baseball

Ole Miss

.532

Mewboume

Baseball

Vanderbilt

.532

Gottfried

Men's Basketball

Alabama

.531

Newton

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.525

Sloan

Men's Basketball

Florida

.523

Smith

Men's Basketball

Auburn

.522

Mumme

Football

Kentucky

.519

Ralston

Women's Volleyball

LSU

.517

Fogler

Men's Basketball

South Carolina

.512

Evans

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.511

Davis

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.511
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Harrison

Baseball

Ole Miss

.510

MacCabe

Women's Soccer

Tennessee

.509

Schmidt

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.509

Lynn

Women's Volleyball

Tennessee

.509

Home

Baseball

Kentucky

.508

Stovall

Football

LSU

.507

Fuller

Baseball

Florida

.505

Fanning

Women's Basketball

Miss. St

.495

Smith

Baseball

LSU

.494

Holemann

Women’s Soccer

Ole Miss

.493

Collins

Women's Basketball

Miss. St

.490

Ralston

Women's Volleyball

Kentucky

.490

Hatfield

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.485

Parsons

Baseball

Kentucky

.484

Jacobell

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.484

Weltlich

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.481

Woods

Football

South Carolina

.478

Cooper

Football

Ole Miss

.477

Dobbs

Men's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.474

Dubose

Football

Alabama

.473

Nixon

Women's Basketball

Alabama

.472

Murphy

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.472

Curci

Football

Kentucky

.471
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Sapp

Baseball

Georgia

.469

Findley

Women's Soccer

Miss. St

.466

Franco

Women’s Volleyball

Alabama

.466

T ucker

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.465

Claiborne

Football

Kentucky

.463

Beilard

Football

Miss. St

.462

Dietzel

Football

South Carolina

.462

Aldy

Women's Basketball

Ole Miss

.462

Ford

Football

Arkansas

.461

Lotz

Men's Basketball

Florida

.461

Whatley

Baseball

Georgia

.455

Eagles

Men's Basketball

Auburn

.452

Davis

Women's Basketball

Florida

.444

Johnson

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.444

Henn

Women’s Basketball

Arkansas

.443

Paul

Women's Basketball

Miss. St

.436

Walvius

Women's Basketball

South Carolina

.436

Higgenbothem

Women's Basketball

Florida

.435

Pepper

Women's Basketball

Vanderbilt

.434

DiNardo

Football

Vanderbilt

.432

O'Neill

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.432

Jarvis

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.430

Maddox

Women's Basketball

Kentucky

.428
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Hunt

Men's Basketball

Ole Miss

.427

DeMoss

Women's Basketball

Florida

.425

Blair

Women's Volleyball

Ole Miss

.424

Hermann

Women's Volleyball

Tennessee

.422

Rosemond

Men's Basketball

Georgia

.421

Scott

Football

South Carolina

.415

Houston

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.413

Wetting

Men's Basketball

Tennessee

.407

Lynn

Men's Basketball

Auburn

.405

Connor

Baseball

Tennessee

.405

Bragan

Baseball

Miss. St

.400

Owens

Women's Volleyball

LSU

.400

Bartlett

Men's Basketball

Florida

.398

Rayfield

Women's Soccer

Arkansas

.394

Wilkins

Women's Soccer

Auburn

.394

Brady

Men's Basketball

LSU

.389

Felker

Football

Miss. St

.382

Henderson

Women's Basketball

Miss. St

.379

Boyd

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.376

VanEmann

Men's Basketball

Arkansas

.375

Sloan

Football

Ole Miss

.371

Hallman

Football

LSU

.364

Shira

Football

Miss. St

.364
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Dunn

Football

Ole Miss

.364

Bell

Football

South Carolina

.364

Newton

Men's Basketball

South Carolina

.363

Crowe

Football

Arkansas

.358

Drake

Women's Volleyball

South Carolina

.352

Guthrie

Men's Basketball

Georgia

.347

Pace

Football

Vanderbilt

.346

Bowlin

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.337

Pylant

Women's Basketball

Auburn

.333

Curry

Football

Kentucky

.331

Sewell

Baseball

Alabama

.323

Tyler

Football

Miss. St

.320

MacIntyre

Football

Vanderbilt

.320

Boggs

Women's Soccer

LSU

.315

Martino

Women's Volleyball

South Carolina

.304

Langley

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.302

Pancoast

Football

Vanderbilt

.296

Vaughn

Women's Basketball

Miss. St

.296

Green

Women's Volleyball

Alabama

.291

DeVoe

Men's Basketball

Florida

.250

Gold

Men's Basketball

Miss. St

.250

Ray

Football

Kentucky

.242

Lehr

Women's Basketball

Georgia

.240
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Widenhofer

Football

Vanderbilt

.228

Waller

Men's Basketball

Arkansas

.208

Brown

Football

Vanderbilt

.200

Kciser

Women's Volleyball

Miss. St

.195

Dowhower

Football

Vanderbilt

.182
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APPENDIX B: TO TA L A THLETIC REVENUE
1997-1998
1

University o f Florida

$36,897,614

2

University o f Michigan

$35,887,000

3

University o f T ennessee- Kno xville

$35,254,663

4

Ohio State University

$34,725,999

5

University o f Nebraska-Lincoln

$32,866,902

6

University o f Washington

$30,928,156

7

University o f Wisconsin-Madison

$29,174,699

8

Pennsylvania State University

$28,382,357

9

University o f Texas-Austin

$27,106,305

10

University o f South Carolina

$24,197,657

11

University o f Kentucky

$24,196,048

12

Auburn University

$23,744,052

13

University o f Oregon

$23,528,354

14

University o f Arizona

$23,463,423

15

Clemson University

$23,167,111

16

Florida State University

$23,147,432

17

University o f Georgia

$23,012,386

18

University o f North Carolina-Chapel H ill

$21,927,187

19

University o f Alabama

$21,876,279

20

University o f Iowa

$21,141,601
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21

Louisiana State University

$20,940,787

22

University o f Connecticut

$20,713,116

23

University o f Maryland-Coliege Park

$20,636,651

24

University o f Colorado

$20,372,152

25

University o f Southern California

$20,357,828

26

Purdue University

$20,244,693

27

University o f Notre Dame

$20,105,247

28

University o f Arkansas-Fayetteville

$20,099,450

29

Texas A&M University

30

University o f Virginia

$19,568,487

31

University o f IUinois-Champaign

$19,250,983

32

University o f Oklahoma

$18,916,280

33

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

34

University o f Kansas

$17,539,279

35

University o f Califomia-Berkeley

$17,533,102

36

Georgia Institute o f Technology

37

University o f Louisville

$17,184,000

38

Arizona State University

$ 17,171,270

39

West Virginia University

$16,924,628

40

University o f Miami (FL)

$16,770,167

41

Vanderbilt University

$19,723,393

$18,357,116

$17,430,780

$ 16,441,588
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42

Wake Forest University

$15,114,711

43

North Carolina State University

$14,827,330

44

Brigham Young University

$14,753,282

45

Indiana University

$14,729,465

46

University o f Minnesota-Minneapolis

$14,628,974

47

Rutgers University-New Brunswick

$14,592,135

48 Kansas State University

$14,455,963

49 University o f Cincinnati

$14,089,748

50

Stanford University

$13,871,644

51 University o f New Mexico

$13,518,642

52 University o f Califomia-Los Angeles

$ 13.492,587

53

Northwestern University

$13,419,690

54

University o f Memphis

$13,329,069

55

Washington State University

$13,325,889

56

California State University-Fresno

$13,075,616

57

Texas Tech University

$12,918,629

58

University o f Hawaii

$12,379,966

59

Mississippi State University

$ 12,113,843

60

University o f Utah

$11,346,832

61

San Diego State University

$11,260,939

62

University o f Mississippi

$ 11,219,797
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63

University o f Nevada-Las Vegas

$9,550,878

64

Duke University

$9,413,408

65

Colorado State University

$9,283,717

66

Baylor University

$9,073,034

67

University o f Massachusetts-Amherst

$8,573,178

68

University o f Missouri-Columbia

$8,542,722

69

Northern Illinois University

$8,142,326

70

San Jose State University

$7,793,704

71

Ball State University

$7,641,186

72

Marshall University

$7,592,504

73

Oregon State University

$7,465,966

74

Texas Christian University

$7,385,351

75

Bowling Green State University

$7,256,336

76

University o f New Hampshire

$7,253,036

78

Kent State University

$7,215,437

79

Ohio University

$7,096,348

80

College o f William & Mary

$7,067,984

81

Southern Methodist University

$7,035,552

82

Old Dominion University

$6,901,235

83

University o f Southern Mississippi

$6,857,683

84

University o f Nevada-Reno

$6,604,600
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85

New Mexico State University

$6,445,405

86

Illinois State University

$6,328,717

87

U.S. Naval Academy

$6,194,550

88

University o f Central Florida

$6,162,782

89

University o f Alabama-Birmingham

$6,155,359

90

Wichita State University

$6,019,858

91

Marquette University

$5,938,800

92

East Carolina University

$5,916,965

93

University o f Akron

$5,791,396

94

University o f North Texas

$5,697,700

95

Tulane University

$5,591,143

96

University o f South Florida

$5,423,204

97

Oklahoma State University

$5,289,102

98

University o f Richmond

$5,181,413

99

Iowa State University

$5,180,740

100 Weber State University

$5,110,056

101

$5,006,632

Rice University

102 Georgetown University

$4,949,427

103 Villanova University

$4,945,654

104 Georgia Southern University

$4,883,452

105 California State Polytechnical University-San Luis Obispo

$4,833,216
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106 University o f North Carolina-Charlotte

$4,766,265

107 Utah State University

$4,744,201

108 Towson State University

$4,712,423

109 University o f Southwestern Louisiana

$4,649,465

110 Northeast Louisiana University

$4,600,000

111 Florida International University

$4,589,079

112 Long Beach State University

$4,558,782

113 St. John's University (NY)

$4,542,592

114 University o f Tennessee-Chattanooga

$4,501,049

115 State University o f New York at Buffalo

$4,489,840

116 University o f Northern Iowa

$4,458,836

117 Drake University

$4,426,853

118 University o f Wyoming

$4,212,138

119 Florida A &M University

$4,174,859

120 Providence College

$4,136,865

121 University o f Tulsa

$4,048,899

122 Grambling State University

$3,958,064

123 Indiana State University

$3,953,076

124 Northern Arizona University

$3,923,575

125 George Mason University

$3,873,578

126 Temple University

$3,823,133
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127 Michigan State University

$3,800,921

128 California State University-Fullerton

$3,715,299

129 Drexel University

$3,702,835

130 East Tennessee State University

$3,606,676

131 Middle Tennessee State University

$3,487,850

132 Appalachian State University

$3,458,692

133 Eastern Illinois University

$3,407,511

134 McNeese State University

$3,361,873

135 Murray State University

$3,319,895

136 University o f Califomia-Irvine

$3,306,916

137 U.S. A ir Force Academy

$3,300,043

138 University of North Carolina-Greensboro

$3,227,898

139 Georgia State University

$3,201,610

140 Western Illinois University

$3,177,383

141 Florida Atlantic University

$3,170,933

142 Southern University-Baton Rouge

$3,144,000

143 Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

$3,085,336

144 Eastern Washington University

$2,928,217

145 University o f Rhode Island

$2,917,233

146 University o f Evansville

$2,902,000

147 North Carolina A&T State University

$2,889,198
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148

University o f Wisconsin-Green Bay

$2,853,572

149

Tennessee State University

$2,833,940

150

St. Louis University

$2,820,435

151

Eastern Kentucky University

$2,785,126

152

Tennessee Technological University

$2,695,192

153

Western Kentucky University

$2,670,609

154

Austin Peay State University

$2,605,968

155

Sam Houston State University

$2,511,529

156

Northwestern State University

$2,434,902

157

University o f the Pacific (CA)

$2,433,150

158

Seton Hall University

$2,338,490

159 College o f Charleston (SC)

$2,287,487

160 Xavier University (OH)

$2,177,458

161

$2,175,865

University o f Delaware

162 Jackson State University

$2,074,526

163 Winthrop University

$2,058,552

164 Western Carolina University

$2,037,924

165 Virginia M ilitary Institute

$2,030,231

166 University o f Dayton

$2,010,710

167 Columbia University-Bamard College

$1,996,947

168 Southern Utah University

$1,959,036
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169

Northeastern Illinois University

$ 1,913,603

170

California State University-Sacramento

$1,912,855

171

Cornell University (NY)

$ 1,886,416

172

Miami University (OH)

$1,856,798

173

Stephen F. Austin State University

$1,856,271

174

Southeastern Louisiana University

$1,841,490

175

Louisiana Tech University

$1,839,222

176

University o f Montana

$ 1,811,568

177

Alcorn State University

$1,805,514

178 Lamar University

$1,793,872

179 DePaul University

$1,785,000

180 University o f Texas-El Paso

$1,765,963

181

$1,755,297

Central Michigan University

182 University o f Wisconsin-Milwaukee

$1,733,467

183 University o f Texas-Pan American

$1,716,256

184 University o f Toledo

$1,503,868

185 Southeast Missouri State University

$1,490,823

186 Santa Clara University

$1,477,615

187 American University

$1,451,040

188 Western Michigan University

$1,436,808

189 Arkansas State University

$1,435,760
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190

George Washington University

$1,402,400

191

Creighton University

$1,393,134

192

Boston University

$1,390,612

193

Bradley University

$1,358,059

194

Texas Southern University

$1,344,082

195

Wofford College

$1,329,313

196

Eastern Michigan University

$ 1,313,574

197

Youngstown State University

$1,297,185

198

Alabama State University

$ 1,254,741

199

University o f Maine-Orono

$1,241,247

200

Chicago State University

$1,192,203

201

Stetson University

$1,103,563

202

Troy State University

$1,039,048

203

Montana State University-Bozeman

$997,464

204

Furman University

$985,432

205

Bethune-Cookman College

$982,014

206

Prairie View A&M University

$867,740

207

University o f Detroit Mercy

$860,177

208

Morehead State University

$858,821

209

St. Joseph's University (PA)

$849,881

210

St. Bonaventure University

$849,482
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211

Virginia Commonwealth University

$842,875

212

University o f Portland

$766,558

213

Bucknell University

$747,926

214

Southwest Texas State University

$741,368

215

Mississippi Valley State University

$725,420

216

University o f Arkansas-Little Rock

$693,871

217

University o f Califomia-Santa Barbara

$651,056

218

Wright State University

$648,897

219 University o f South Alabama

$645,495

220 Valparaiso University

$643,658

221

$608,066

University o f Idaho

222 Idaho State University

$605,339

223 Monmouth College (NJ)

$605,094

224 Colgate University

$570,334

225 Butler University

$561,479

226 Howard University

$550,114

227 James Madison University

$544,680

228 Northeastern University

$538,483

229 University o f Tennessee-Martin

$485,583

230 Jacksonville University

$483,821

231 Cleveland State University

$476,865
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232

Lehigh University

$470,613

233

Mount St. Mary’s College (M D)

$466,459

234

Hampton University

$449,479

235

South Carolina State University

$445,000

236

Loyola Marymount University

$443,164

237

University o f San Francisco

$442,238

238

St. Mary's College (CA)

$439,739

239 Gonzaga University

$420,556

240

Duquesne University

$420,500

241

Jacksonville State University

$412,157

242

Hofstra University

$404,324

243

University o f New Orleans

$391,017

244

University o f Missouri-Kansas City

$367,079

245

Marist College

$363,450

246

California State University-Northridge

$360,919

247

University o f IUinois-Chicago

$353,146

248

Central Connecticut State University

$336,536

249

St. Peter’s College

$328,894

250

Siena College

$326,725

251

Morgan State University

$311,027

252

La Salle University

$303,087
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253 Loyola College (MD)

$302,601

254 Oral Roberts University

$298,205

255 Pepperdine University

$295,652

256 College o f the Holy Cross

$293,318

257 Liberty University

$266,588

258 Fairleigh Dickinson University-Teaneck

$229,527

259 Fordham University

$226,464

260 University o f Hartford

$226,145

261

University o f North Carolina-Asheville

$215,288

262 Delaware State University
263

$220,700

$205,863

Rider University

264 Centenary College

$203,332

265 Samford University

$194,787

266 University o f Texas-San Antonio

$173,800

267 University o f San Diego

$171,130

268 Manhattan College

$170,999

269 Davidson College

$168,127

270 Coppin State College

$159,031

271

$147,886

Fairfield University

272 Loyola University (IL )

$135,722

273 Robert Morris College

$133,043
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274 St. Francis College (NY)

$125,175

275 Canisius College

$120,066

276 Charleston Southern University

$119,400

277 University o f Maryland-Baltimore County

$119,022

278 Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus

$107,500

279 University o f Texas-Arlington

$106,217

280 St. Francis College (PA)

$105,896

281 Coastal Carolina University

$102,400

282 University o f Maryland-Eastern Shore

$81,589

283 Campbell University

$76,890

284 Dartmouth College

$68,812

285 Radford University

$68,342

286 Wagner College

$60,795

287 Iona College

$43,981

288 Niagara University

$37,500

289 Merrimack College

$30,348
$3,085

290 Lafayette College
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APPENDIX C: TOTAL ATHLETIC EXPENSES
1997-1998
1

University o f Michigan

$36,302,000

2

University o f Florida

$35,209,334

3

Ohio State University

$34,481,304

4

University o f Tennessee-Knoxville

$32,932,210

5

University o f Nebraska-Lincoln

$32,300,402

6

University o f Texas-Austin

$29,396,923

7

University o f Wisconsin-Madison

$28,894,062

8

University o f Washington

$23,744,646

9

University o f Kentucky

$23,736,355

10

University o f Oregon

$23,338,544

11

Florida State University

$23,137,230

12

University o f Arizona

$23,052,068

13

Clemson University

$22,873,732

14

University o f Alabama

$22,514,535

15

University o f Miami (FL)

$21,544,611

16

University o f South Carolina

$21,363,715

17

University o f North Carolina-Chapel H ill

$20,622,752

18

University o f Georgia

$20,579,742

19

University o f Iowa

$20,506,160

20

University o f Southern California

$20,405,827
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21

University o f Califomia-Berkeley

$20,207,210

22

University o f Maryland-College Park

$20,137,143

23

Purdue University

$20,100,273

24

University o f Oklahoma

$19,784,594

25

Vanderbilt University

$19,710,086

26

University o f Colorado

$19,664,297

27

University o f Notre Dame

$19,637,717

28

University o f Virginia

$19,602,142

29

Louisiana State University

$19,036,981

30

University o f Illinois-Champaign

$18,789,819

31

University o f Connecticut

$18,716,034

32

University o f Arkansas-Fayetteville

$18,390,652

33

Georgia Institute o f Technology

$18,085,105

34

Northwestern University

$17,995,218

35

West Virginia University

$17,897,102

36

University o f Califomia-Los Angeles

$17,493,941

37

University o f Kansas

$17,036,352

38

University o f Louisville

$16,219,000

39

Arizona State University

$16,197,515

40

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

$15,949,978

41

Stanford University

$15,296,010
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42 Rutgers University-New Brunswick

$14,592,135

43 Wake Forest University

$14,469,548

44 Kansas State University

$14,226,661

45 University o f Cincinnati

$14,160,175

46

Brigham Young University

$14,062,455

47

Tulane University

$13,897,033

48

California State University-Fresno

$13,659,652

49 University o f Memphis

$13,448,606

50

Washington State University

$12,888,471

51

Southern Methodist University

$12,790,160

52

University o f New Mexico

$12,662,850

53

Texas Tech University

$ 12,313,631

54

University o f Hawaii

$12,221,421

55

Mississippi State University

$12,113,893

56 University o f Mississippi

$ 11,625,831

57 University o f Utah

$11,368,129

58

Villanova University

$11,317,282

59

San Diego State University

$ 11,070,204

60

Baylor University

$10,445,936

61

Auburn University

$10,269,338

62

University o f Nevada-Las Vegas

$ 10,011,012
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63

Duke University

$9,942,573

64

Pennsylvania State University

$9,651,452

65

Texas Christian University

$9,401,454

66

Colorado State University

$9,244,177

67

University o f Minnesota-Minneapolis

$9,043,248

68

Boston University

$9,027,278

69

George Washington University

$8,962,555

70

St. John's University (NY)

$8,895,562

71

Oregon State University

$8,815,117

72

Temple University

$8,544,921

73

Northern Illinois University

$8,501,897

74

University o f Massachusetts-Amherst

$8,435,661

75

North Carolina State University

$8,343,582

76

Georgetown University

$8,298,125

77

University o f Richmond

$7,985,008

78

University o f the Pacific (CA)

$7,815,352

79

San Jose State University

$7,793,704

80

Ball State University

$7,455,973

81

Marshall University

$7,444,286

82

University o f New Hampshire

$7,440,730

83

Iowa State University

$7,406,230
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84

Indiana University

$7,391,879

85

Kent State University

$7,257,811

86

University o f Missouri-Columbia

$7,123,576

88

Bowling Green State University

$7,109,659

89

Ohio University

$7,096,348

90

College o f William & Mary

$7,067,984

91

University o f Rhode Island

$6,920,676

92

University o f Southern Mississippi

$6,855,683

93

Drake University

$6,823,079

94

U.S. A ir Force Academy

$6,711,884

95

Illinois State University

$6,701,452

96

Colgate University

$6,539,319

97

University o f Nevada-Reno

$6,450,500

98

New Mexico State University

$6,376,867

99

University o f Tulsa

$6,251,627

100 Texas A&M University

$6,182,578

101 University o f Alabama-Birmingham

$6,155,359

102 University o f Central Florida

$6,144.112

103 Wichita State University

$6,008,888

104 College o f the Holy Cross

$5,987,204

105 Eastern Kentucky University

$5,904,378
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106 Oklahoma State University

$5,859,144

107 University o f Akron

$5,769,177

108 Northeastern University

$5,761,619

109 Central Michigan University

$5,758,393

110 University o f Wyoming

$5,742,283

111 University o f North Texas

$5,697,705

112 Old Dominion University

$5,435,318

113 Bucknell University

$5,418,017

114 University o f Delaware

$5,404,608

115 University o f Evansville

$5,402,930

116 Georgia Southern University

$5,181,220

117 Miami University (OH)

$5,030,197

118 University o f North Carolina-Charlotte

$4,972,188

119 Lehigh University

$4,953,132

120 James Madison University

$4,865,833

121 Seton Hall University

$4,864,200

122 California State Polytechnical University-San Luis Obispo

$4,849,283

123 Providence College

$4,840,011

124 Hofstra University

$4,825,475

125 Utah State University

$4,792,579

126 University o f Toledo

$4,717,859
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127 American University

$4,709,072

128 Butler University

$4,656,955

129 Western Michigan University

$4,631,881

130 University o f Southwestern Louisiana

$4,614,648

131 Northeast Louisiana University

$4,600,149

132 Southern University-Baton Rouge

$4,561,547

133 Youngstown State University

$4,503,076

134 University o f Tennessee-Chattanooga

$4,501,049

135 Eastern Michigan University

$4,466,822

136 University o f Northern Iowa

$4,458,836

137 Santa Clara University

$4,458,594

138 University o f Maine-Orono

$4,433,301

139 State University o f New York at Buffalo

$4,314,783

140 Towson State University

$4,280,472

141 U.S. Naval Academy

$4,229,361

142 Long Beach State University

$4,183,171

143 Sam Houston State University

$4,181,529

144 Xavier University (OH)

$4,171,485

145 Florida A&M University

$4,072,725

146 Furman University

$4,025,310

147 Arkansas State University

$4,004,773
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148 Florida International University

$3,986,342

149 Jackson State University

$3,971,418

150 Northern Arizona University

$3,923,575

151 George Mason University

$3,899,072

152 Fordham University

$3,880,390

153 Grambling State University

$3,862,421

154 Stephen F. Austin State University

$3,825,056

155 Pepperdine University

$3,798,470

156 Southeast Missouri State University

$3,770,010

157 Central Connecticut State University

$3,756,749

158 Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

$3,733,129

159 Howard University

$3,731,017

160 Cornell University (NY)

$3,723,524

161 University o f Montana

$3,687,858

162 Loyola Marymount University

$3,678,637

163 California State University-Fullerton

$3,663,163

164 Weber State University

$3,638,729

165 University o f Califomia-Irvine

$3,628,400

166 Drexel University

$3,624,828

167 East Tennessee State University

$3,606,676

168 Eastern Illinois University

$3,530,965
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169 Murray State University

$3,502,201

170 Stetson University

$3,496,371

171 Middle Tennessee State University

$3,487,850

172 Appalachian State University

$3,480,471

173 Cleveland State University

$3,456,085

174 Wright State University

$3,452,487

175 St. Louis University

$3,437,944

176 Montana State University-Bozeman

$3,433,684

177 University o f San Francisco

$3,393,642

178 Jacksonville State University

$3,327,064

179 Duquesne University

$3,323,730

ISO Liberty University

$3,262,026

181 University o f North Carolina-Greensboro

$3,227,898

182 North Carolina A&T State University

$3,222,211

183 St. Mary's College (CA)

$3,217,086

184 University o f Portland

$3,192,069

185 Indiana State University

$3,186,516

186 Columbia University-Bamard College

$3,170,516

187 Virginia Military Institute

$3,142,207

188 Western Illinois University

$3,121,873

189 Loyola College (MD)

$3,112,346
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190

Florida Atlantic University

$3,103,409

191

Georgia State University

$3,096,775

192

Tennessee State University

$3,091,984

193

Wofford College

$3,074,839

194

Troy State University

$3,071,017

195

Bethune-Cookman College

$3,054,557

196

Western Kentucky University

$3,053,973

197

University o f South Florida

$3,025,753

198

University o f Detroit Mercy

$3,015,829

199 Marquette University

$2,991,436

200

University o f Dayton

$2,973,246

201

Southwest Texas State University

$2,953,739

202

Eastern Washington University

$2,928,216

203

University o f Idaho

$2,918,985

204 Louisiana Tech University

$2,898,852

205 Marist College

$2,889,605

206 University o f Illinois-Chicago

$2,871,618

207 St. Peter’s College

$2,865,250

208 Samford University

$2,862,589

209 University o f Wisconsin-GreenBay

$2,855,270

210 University o f Hartford

$2,832,424
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211 Tennessee Technological University

$2,787,291

212 Virginia Commonwealth University

$2,786,824

213 Valparaiso University

$2,763,069

214 California State University-Northridge

$2,740,662

215 Idaho State University

$2,685,620

216 DePaul University

$2,676,864

217 Austin Peay State University

$2,605,968

218 University o f South Alabama

$2,587,108

219 Creighton University

$2,573,097

220 La Salle University

$2,559,843

221 Oral Roberts University

$2,552,248

222 Rider University

$2,539,620

223 University o f Califomia-Santa Barbara

$2,522,650

224 College o f Charleston (SC)

$2,511,557

225 University o f Tennessee-Martin

$2,505,007

226 Davidson College

$2,468,512

227 Loyola University (IL )

$2,442,917

228 Fairleigh Dickinson University-Teaneck

$2,441,927

229 Bradley University

$2,441,499

230 Northwestern State University

$2,434,812

231 Manhattan College

$2,379,301
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232

Campbell University

$2,334,206

233

McNeese State University

$2,288,875

234

Fairfield University

$2,259,361

235

St. Bonaventure University

$2,185,869

236

Monmouth College (NJ)

$2,123,866

237

Mississippi Valley State University

$2,108,616

238

Alabama State University

$2,094,367

239 University o f Maryland-BaltimoreCounty

$2,060,637

240 Gonzaga University

$2,058,050

241

$2,042,703

Winthrop University

242 Alcorn State University

$2,039,669

243 Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus

$1,975,481

244 Wagner College

$1,962,093

245 Western Carolina University

$1,939,225

246 California State University-Sacramento

$ 1,913,746

247 Southern Utah University

$1,912,794

248 Coastal Carolina University

$1,905,122

249 Northeastern Illinois University

$1,899,774

250 Texas Southern University

$1,876,461

251

$1,876,191

Canisius College

252 South Carolina State University

$1,875,833
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253

Southeastern Louisiana University

$1,832,300

254

University o f Missouri-Kansas City

$1,829,879

255

University o f Texas-San Antonio

$1,824,795

256

Mount St. Mary's College (M D)

$ 1,818,160

257

University o f San Diego

$1,811,083

258

Chicago State University

$1,789,800

259

Robert Morris College

$1,753,151

260

Morgan State University

$1,745,746

261

University o f Wisconsin-Milwaukee

$1,733,467

262

Morehead State University

$1,716,976

263

University o f Texas-Pan American

$1,716,256

264

Niagara University

$1,711,404

265

Jacksonville University

$1,672,609

266 University o f Texas-Arlington

$1,638,217

267

Merrimack College

$1,580,024

268

Siena College

$1,540,142

269

Rice University

$1,533,474

270 St. Francis College (PA)

$1,522,344

271

$1,519,952

University o f Arkansas-Little Rock

272 Lamar University

$1,504,670

273

$1,484,705

St. Francis College (N Y )
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274 Centenary College

$1,403,853

275 Coppin State College

$1,296,966

276 University o f North Carolina-Asheville

$1,271,804

277 Prairie View A &M University

$809,300

278 Iona College

$779,031

279 University o f New Orleans

$667,948

280 University o f Maryland-Eastern Shore

$612,570

281 Radford University

$434,612

282 Delaware State University

$390,357

283 University o f Texas-EI Paso

$182,994

284 Charleston Southern University

$119,400
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APPENDIX D:
SUMMARY OF NCAA VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES BY INSTITUTION
Report
Date

Sport
Involved

Alabama

1995

FB

Arkansas

1997

Auburn

Florida

Postseason
No. Years

Television
No. Years

Other
Penalties

2

I

0

public reprimand

impermissible
bank loans

MBB

0

0

0

reduction of
scholarships

academic
eligibility

1979

FB
MBB

2

2

2

postseason and
television ban

improper
recruiting

1980

FB

1

0

0

none

improper
recruiting

1991

MBB

2

I

0

basketball coach
reprimand

improper
recruiting

1993

FB

2

2

1

public reprimand
reduction of
scholarships

lack of institutional
control, unethical
conduct

I98S

FB

2

2

2

reduction of
scholarships

extra benefits, improper
recruiting

FB
MBB

2

1

0

public reprimand
vacation of MBB
records

extra benefits, improper
recruiting, unethical
conduct

1990

Probation
No. Years

Summary
o f Violations

(table cont.)
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Georgia

1978

FB
MBB

0

0

0

public reprimand

extra benefits

1982

FB

I

0

0

reduction of
scholarships

improper recruiting

1985

FB

1

0

0

reduction of
scholarships

improper recruiting,
extra benefits

1985

MBB

I

0

0

returned revenue,
deleted MBB records

improper recruiting,
unethical conduct

1997

FB

2

0

0

public reprimand
reductions of
scholarships

improper recruiting,
extra benefits

1976

FB
MBB

2

I

1

reduction in
scholarships

extra benefits,
lack o f institutional
control

1988

MBB

0

0

0

public reprimand

failure to cooperate
with investigation

1989

MBB

3

2

1

public reprimand
reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
lack of institutional
control

1986

FB
WBB
MBB

1

0

0

reduction in
scholarships

extra benefits

XI
SO

Kentucky

LSU

(table cont.)
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Mississippi
Slate

O k Miss

g

South
Carolina

Tennessee

1998

MBB

3

0

reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
extra benefits

1975

FB

2

2

reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
extra benefits

1986

WBB
MBB

I

0

must submit
compliance report

extra benefits

19%

FB

1

0

public reprimand,
reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
unethical conduct,
lack o f institutional
control

1986

FB

2

I

reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
unethical conduct

1994

FB

4

2

public reprimand
reduction in
scholarships

improper recruiting,
unethical conduct,
lack o f institutional
control

1987

MBB

3

I

must submit
compliance report

extra benefits

1991

MBB

1

0

six-month probation

lack o f institutional
control

1989

FB

I

0

must submit
compliance report

extra benefits

(table cont.)
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Vanderbilt

1991

FB

1992

WBB

FB=
football
MBB= men's basketball
WBB= women's basketball

0

public reprimand

improper recruiting,
unethical conduct,
lack o f institutional
control

reduction of
Scholarships

unethical conduct
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